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1. Introduction
The present review is based on National desk and field researches conducted in Italy, Belgium, Greece, United
Kingdom and Germany by the D3 (Developing Digital Data Literacy) KA2 Erasmus Plus project partner countries:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CESIE (Italy; Output Leader),
EUROGEO VZW (Belgium),
Sint-Lodewijkscollege (Belgium),
EUROPEAN YOUTH PRESS NETWORK OF YOUNG MEDIA MAKERS EV (Germany),
SYMPLEXIS (Greece),
The King’s School Ely (United Kingdom),
UNIVERSIDAD DE ZARAGOZA (Spain)

It offers an overview of digital data literacy opportunities in terms of school curricula, qualifications and availability
of digital open data tools in secondary school. The comparative review is based on the EC Digicomp 2.0 framework
(https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/digcomp/digital-competence-framework) and provides a capacity building tool through
the identification of flaws and possible opportunities for improvement in secondary schools, in order to overcome
the “digital data skills” gaps.
The document is a product of Erasmus+ project D3- Developing Digital Data literacy, that started in September 2019.
D3 aims to promote the use of digital technologies and open data tools in learning and teaching, strengthening
democratic engagement considerations within educational plans and strategies. Indeed, as recognized in the
European Commission Digital Competence 2.0 Framework, digital technologies are currently largely used in the job
market, but there is still an inappropriate understanding of data and poor information literacy all over Europe. D3
addresses these skill mismatches in order to prevent young people leaving schools with low or no levels of data
literacy and empower them to become active citizens. This is also a necessary step forward because digital citizenship
goes beyond personal responsibility.
D3 is based on the Erasmus Plus Forward Looking Youth project YouthMetre: A Tool for Forward Youth
Participation, which empowered youngsters to engage with policy making and intervene with their own proposals.
Centered upon a digital citizenship educational paradigm, it also included a training course for teachers, a teaching
toolkit and an online exhibit of examples demonstrating the efficiency of data and information related to democratic
engagement and advocacy for active citizenship.
This comparative review is part of IO1 – School curricula, qualifications and digital data tools. Both desk and field
research have been carried out, on the basis of the connection between the EU Digital Competence Framework
(DigComp 2.0) and school curricula. The desk research included an analysis of available open data from National
Ministries, legislative frameworks, as well as identification of open data tools, digital data literacy and open data in
the school environment, training courses, qualifications and curricula. The field research involved interviews with
secondary school teachers, to gather their opinions on the use of technology and open data in their school as well as
their personal knowledge of informatics, the digital world and European initiatives in the field.
On these premises, this comparative review, developed under the leadership of CESIE, gathers information in the
areas of school curricula, qualifications and digital open data tools, highlighting similarities and differences between
countries involved. It also provides some guidelines for schools to develop data management competences and
include open data in the curriculum, identifying the principal topics to be addressed by IO2- Teacher Training Course.
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2. Digital data and digital literacy: some definitions
A large amount of scientific-technological information fills our everyday life, coming from multiple sources:
comments on social networks, news in the media, whatsapp messages are just few examples. This information is
conditioning our perception of the world, and our role as citizens. But the danger lies in the fact that not all of the
data is reliable. It may often be superficial content that we share in an uncritical way because of its immediacy, or
just because we lack the ability to verify its truthfulness. That is why it is essential to develop critical scientifictechnological knowledge and an informed judgment.
Critical thinking promotes the ability to interpret and evaluate the information surrounding us. Thanks to this it is
possible to better understand our environment and facilitate our participation in it. In addition, it encourages decision
making, both professional and personal, in a reasoned manner. These capabilities are especially necessary for young
citizens who will be incorporated into working and democratic life in upcoming years. Thus, it is necessary to provide
students with the right tools for this purpose. One option is to incorporate active learning techniques promoting the
use of open data, intuitive analysis and information visualization tools.
Before deepening our discourse on open data and digital literacy, it is important to clarify the meaning of these two
core themes. Although many studies and initiatives have been conducted on these concepts, what emerged from the
field research was sometimes a limited understanding or lack of knowledge of what these two elements really are.
Developing appropriate awareness of powerful tools available is likely to be the first step towards a true change.
The term “data” defines any information transmitted in a coded form, which in order to be analysed is visualized
through the use of graphs, images or other analytical tools.
Open data are generally defined as those data made available/accessible, used, reused, and redistributed free of
charge through information and communication technologies, including public and private telematics networks.
According to the Open Knowledge Foundation (https://okfn.org/), there are three important aspects to open data:
1)
2)
3)

Availability and access: the data must be available in a complete, updated and easily accessible way (most
of the time through internet);
Re-use and redistribution: the data must be provided in formats allowing their re-use, redistribution, and
recombination (called "interoperability") with other data;
Universal participation: everyone must be able to use, re-use and redistribute data. Therefore, there must
be no discrimination either on the initiative or against individuals or groups.

Digital data are discontinuous binary digits, obtained through the processing of information coming from input
devices. Specific machine language systems, mostly binary codes (a language made of number between 1 and 10 or
the values “on” and “off”), are used to store all analog inputs (BBC), ranging from complex images, videos, audios, to
users’ data sharing on Facebook, financial transactions and simply their access to websites. Indeed, digital devices
register an enormous quantity of information from the place where it is located. When we book a flight ticket, search
advice for a restaurant, enter our online banking account, we are producing data.
The concept of digital data become more popular in the 2000s, when market analyst Doug Laney used three terms
to define them:
-

Volume: broad range of information offered:
Velocity: speed of information share;
Variety: data are available in any kind of format.

More recently, two other aspects were added:
-

Variability: data flows are unpredictable; they may constantly change;
Veracity: coming from many different sources, it is necessary to check the truth of information. (SAS)
2

Digital Literacy, understood in the context of the internet and new networks, is not limited to access, either
intellectual, technical or economic, but should also be considered as a powerful tool to cultivate responsibility and
democracy. These are fundamental values within the new working environment, networks and cyberspace. Thus, as
also underlined by many authors, digital literacy is an important skill both as professionals and as active citizens. In the
educational context, digital competence is one of the eight key competences for lifelong learning established by the
European Commission, together with Literacy, Languages, STEM (Science, technology, engineering and
mathematics), Personal, social and learning to learn, Citizenship, Entrepreneurship, Cultural awareness and
expression. The European Commission defines Digital Competence as follows: “strengthening the confident and
critical use of digital technology, including coding and programming, safety and citizenship related aspects”
(European Commission, Key competences for lifelong learning, 2017).
Open Data become Open Educational Resources (OER), when used in pedagogy. Yet, the advantages and actual uses
of Open Data in education have been scarcely discussed, despite the enormous potential they have for the
development of students’ critical, analytical, collaborative and citizenship skills (Athenas & Havemann, Open Data as
Open Educational Resources: Case Studies of Emerging Practice, 2015).
To the aim of this research, we will refer to digital data as any electronic data freely available and re-usable, ranging
from numbers to infographics, interactive comparison tools, texts, etc.

3. EU approach to Open Data
The European Commission has adopted principles and practices of Linked Data with the purpose of increasing the
accessibility, interoperability and value of the data that is made available openly by European public sector
organisations. This has included investment in metadata development for describing open datasets, catalogues of
resources and establishing the European Data Portal (EDP), which provides a single point of access, search and
exploration of European open data.
In the EU, there are vast amounts of government data produced by the public sector. ‘Open’ public data is government
data that can be readily and widely accessible and re-used, sometimes under non-restrictive conditions. Examples
include geographical information, socio-economic statistics, transport information, weather data, data from publicly
funded research projects and digitised books from libraries. The European Commission's policies have focused on
generating value from the data for the economy and society through the re-use of this type of data.
The EU open data market is a key building block of the overall EU data economy. According to the European
Commission (2018a), the total direct economic value of public sector information is expected to increase from EUR 52
billion in 2018 for the EU28, to EUR 194 billion in 2030. European open data policy is connected to policy on open
research and open science (European Commission, 2020a) addressing data resulting from public funds and allowing
re-use to stimulate economic growth and spur innovation, help address societal challenges, enhance evidence-based
policymaking, become a key asset for the development of new technologies and increase the transparency of
government, by encouraging citizen participation.
In June 2019, as part of its Digital Market Strategy and following public online consultation, the European Commission
has published a new EU Directive on open data and the re-use of public sector information1. This was to be
implemented by Member States by 16 July 2021.
The Directive introduces the concept of high value datasets, defined as documents the re-use of which is associated
with important benefits for the society and economy. They are subject to a separate set of rules ensuring their
availability free of charge.
1

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=uriserv:OJ.L_.2019.172.01.0056.01.ENG
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Since 2015, the European Commission has funded the European Open Data Portal through the Connecting Europe
Facility (European Commission, 2020b). This is a pan-European repository of public sector information open for reuse in the EU. The portal contains a very wide variety of open data across different EU policy domains, including the
economy, employment, science, environment and education. The portal also offers a training center on how to reuse open data and a database of success stories from European and international re-users.
The EU Open Data Portal2 is the point of access to public data published by the EU institutions, agencies and other
bodies. The information in the portal can be used and reused for free for commercial or non-commercial purposes
thus enhancing their economic value and making the work of European institutions and other EU bodies more
transparent and accountable.

Figure 1. EU Open data portal

So far, around 70 EU institutions, bodies or departments like Eurostat, the European Environment Agency, the Joint
Research Centre and other European Commission Directorates General and EU Agencies have made more than
13,000 datasets available.
The portal allows users to search, explore, link, download and re-use data through a common metadata catalogue.
The portal interface is in 24 EU official languages, but most metadata are currently available only in English, French
and German. Users can suggest data they think is missing on the portal and give feedback on the quality of available
data.
The portal also has a gallery of applications3 using EU data and developed by EU institutions or other bodies and a
visualisations catalogue4 of visualisation tools, training and re-usable visualisations for all levels of data visualisation
expertise, from beginner to expert.
2
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https://data.europa.eu/euodp/en/visualisation-home
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The European Open Science agenda contains the ambition to use FAIR data principles5 for the sharing and re-use of
data from scientific research by 2020. To support the implementation of the FAIR data principles in Europe and
beyond with tangible and actionable recommendations, the Commission established a FAIR Data expert group. A
series of recommendations have been made from an expert group to identify changes (policy, cultural, and technical)
necessary to turn FAIR into reality in Europe (Burgelman, et al., 2019; European Commission, 2018b).

4. Results from Desk Research: An overview
As anticipated above, desk research was conducted in order to gather information on National initiatives by public
authorities as well as legislative frameworks, digital data literacy and open data in education, examples of open data
tools. On the basis of these results, it was possible to identify similarities and differences between partner countries,
in order to develop a tailored response to current needs towards an improvement of the field and the provision of
practical measures, such as the Teacher Training Course, which will be delivered with IO2.
Before moving to the educational field, it is important to analyse the level of digitalisation within each country
involved. This gives us a general overview of the environment in which students and teachers operate and allows us
to assess whether this can have an influence on the same curricula. With this aim, we analysed results from the Digital
Economy and Society Index (DESI), which summarises important indicators on digital performance all over Europe
and helps assess each country’s development in the digital world. DESI (https://ec.europa.eu/digital-singlemarket/en/desi) is based on 5 main areas: Connectivity, Human capital, Use of internet services, Integration of digital
technology, Digital public services. From a general overview, it seems that over the past years, all EU countries
improved their digital performance, although some are still lagging behind. The same EU average score increased
from 2018 to 2019, from
49.8 to 52.5 respectively.
Figure 2 below is based on data retrieved from DESI 2019.
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Figure 2. DESI 2018-2019
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Country

DESI 2018

DESI 2019

Score 2018

Score 2019

United Kingdom

58.8

61.9

6

5

Belgium

56.6

59.4

9

9

Spain

53.2

56.1

11

11

Germany

51.8

54.4

13

12

Italy

38.9

43.9

24

24

Greece

34.9

38

28

26

Table 1. DESI 2018-2019 and related scores

Table 1 summarises results from DESI 2018 and 2019 for each D3 partner country, which were represented in the
previous graphic. As we can see, despite high position reached by both UK and Belgium, and good development of
Spain and Germany, Italy and Greece are still lagging behind.
For more information on each country score, please visit:
•

UK: https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/scoreboard/united-kingdom

•

Belgium: https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/scoreboard/belgium

•

Spain: https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/scoreboard/spain

•

Germany: https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/scoreboard/germany

•

Italy: https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/scoreboard/italy

•

Greece: https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/scoreboard/greece

From such a reality, it is clear that there are still some weaknesses to overcome to ensure the full efficiency and smooth
development of the digital world all over Europe.
How have societies in these countries responded to the process of digitalization? Were open data effectively valued
as a powerful tool for democratic engagement and active citizenship?
Flanders (Belgium) started in 2006 with AGIV (Agency Geographic Information Flanders, in 2016 changed into AIV –
Agency Information Flanders), offering at the beginning a number of open data sets: aerial photography, maps and
3d- modeling. The data were accessible on cd-rom and dvd. In 2011 Flanders enhanced its active open data policy
with the aim to align with the leaders of open data, such as the United States and the United Kingdom. One of the
first results was to make the data easier accessible via the cloud. This leads to two major access platforms:
- Geopunt (http://www.geopunt.be) is the central gateway to geographical government information. The geoportal
makes geographical information accessible to public authorities, citizens, organisations and companies.
- Open data in Vlaanderen (https://opendata.vlaanderen.be) is the central site for all open data of governments in
Flanders,downloadable through different international standards
Besides these, in 2017 the program ‘Smart Flanders’ (https://smart.flanders.be/) was launched to help develop cities
in Flanders to become smart cities, this by focusing on real-time open data and shared reference models.

6

Every 5 years a new action plan is launched. The last one (2020-2024)6 has as baseline "make more Open Data more
usable". Two objectives are pushed forward: 'increase the availability of Flemish Open Data' and 'increase the
usability of Flemish Open Data'.
In Italy, the first discussions on open data appeared between 2007 and 2010, in relation to the OpenStreetMap
project, launched by the initiative of some volunteers with the aim to create a freely usable street map. This was
followed by the creation of a portal of open data in 2011, the dati.gov.it, and the Open Data Hub Italia one year later,
which collected almost 40,000 datasets in a catalog. Despite all these efforts to promote free access to data and
information, back to 2018 there was still a certain reticence by public authorities to integrate these tools within their
work. Such a move was considered a normative obligation, minimizing its value for citizens and businesses.
In Spain, following the decision of Directive 2003/98/EC by the European Parliament and the Council, Law 37/2007
was adopted, forcing free availability of public sector information. In line with this, the Aporta Project, launched by
the Avanza Plan, aims to promote this reuse of public information, strengthening transparency of public activity, as
also established by the Law on Transparency and Access to Public Information (2013). Certainly, the increase of open
data portals in the last few years ensured a practical means to achieve this objective.
During past years, Germany and its federal countries have developed a solid infrastructure for access to and usage
of open data, and Berlin is not an exception7. At the federal level, GovData, is the official portal offering central access
to administrative data from the federal, state, and local authorities. Berlin has its own open data portal as a part of
its official website daten.berlin.de/.
The country’s greatest digital challenge is to improve online interaction between public authorities and members of
the public. German government assigns its own line of financing to the open governmental data (OGD), and each
specific public sector institution finances its own OGD initiatives. The German government decides on the feasibility
for datasets to be published as open data. German public authorities are also promoting initiatives reusing government
data through open government portal at a federal level. Since January 2015, the federal government has developed
partnerships with business incubators to support reuse of open data by companies and start-ups.
In Greece the first steps along this common European path were made with the Law “on the reuse of public sector
information”, followed by the so-called “Diavgeia”, which obliged public bodies to share their laws, acts, circulars,
expenses online. Thus, the National Open Data Website and a national Geodata.gov.gr infrastructure were created.
According to Greece’s Diavgeia transparency scheme, all government institutions are obliged to upload their acts and
decisions on the Internet with special attention to issues of national security and sensitive personal data. However,
experts claim that the program has failed to bring results due to an unclear government strategy.
Certainly, the availability of open data and related tools by public bodies is the first step if we really want to make
citizens aware of their great contribution to the development of democracy. It is also important to encourage citizens,
firstly youngsters, strengthen their digital competences in order to respond to the current demands on the labour
market and overcome any skill mismatch. Indeed, according to EU estimates (2017), data economy value was almost
€ 300 billion in 2016, but was expected to reach € 739 billion by 2020, with an overall impact of 4% on the EU DGP.
These data were retrieved from the European Data Market Study measuring the size and trends of the EU data
economy, which made some forecasts for the year 2020, based on alternative development paths. For instance,
under a high- growth scenario, the number of people working in data-related jobs all over Europe is expected to grow
from 6.16 million in 2016 to 10.43 million in 2020, with an average growth of 14.1%. Back to 2017, there were already
some forecasts about data skills gap corresponding to 769,000 unfilled positions (European Commission, Final results
of the European Data Market study measuring the size and trends of the EU data economy, 2017).
If we want to exploit the huge chance created by the open data market and create new opportunities for youngsters,
6
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Considering local peculiarities of each Federal State, Desk Research in Germany mainly focused on Berlin, which is
the location of project partner European Youth Press Network of Young Media Makers EV.
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it is important to enhance their competences in the field as soon as possible. Looking at recent and current trends in
each partner country, what emerged was a worrying picture where specialists are needed but unavailable on the
labour market. During the public hearing of the German Bundestag’s study committee on vocational training in the
digital work environment, held on 3 June 2019 in Berlin, Konstantinos Pouliakas from the European Centre for the
Development of Vocational Training (CEDEFOP) said that 70 percent of jobs in the EU require fundamental digital
skills (Deutscher Bundestag, 2019). Therefore, the digital literacy, including usage of open data, is very important and
should be fostered from as early age.
For instance, in Greece, open data is estimated at being able to generate an additional 3.2 billion euros in GDP,
creating over 1,000 jobs and approximately 12 billion euros in cumulative benefits within five years of an effective
open data environment. Yet, the country has the fewest ICT specialists (1.4 %) among the EU-28 despite an
anticipated need for advanced digital skills in the EU labour markets (Cedefop, 2016). However, in Spain, women
ICT specialists only reach 1% of total female employment, while ICT graduates represent 3.9% of the total, which is
nevertheless higher than the EU average percentage of 3.5% (DESI, 2019).
Germany has experienced an increase in the number of ICT specialists since 2017 (European Commission, Shaping
Europe’s digital future - Germany, 2019), while UK has a growing geospatial industry, which produces a need for
trained students who are familiar with technology and related issues. Some examples of industrial areas which
currently have a pressing need for high level specialist skills in data science, cyber-security and data security are:
•

Wearable technologies

•

Big Data and Data Analytics

•

5G and associated wireless technologies

•

Robotics

•

Autonomous vehicles

•

Advanced manufacturing, building automation

(ECORYS UK, 2016)
Against this background, a general concern is the need for the development of an open data strategy to ensure that
young people leave school with an appropriate understanding of open data, to assist them in making important
decisions affecting their futures.
In 2018, in Spain, the Ministry of Education and Vocational Training proposed to include in all professional education
and training programs at all levels (basic, intermediate and advanced) a set of specific modules designed to help
students acquire skills and competencies in Industry 4.0, big data, communication networks 5.0 and other ICT-related
skills. The objective of the Ministry is to design new professional education and training programs or modify existing
ones to ensure that the needs of the new digital sectors are met. In July 2017, the National Coalition for Digital Skills
and Jobs was created, directed by AMETIC. This is a group of agents of national scope committed to the development
of digital skills that includes industry, employers' associations and trade unions and representatives of the education
sector.
In Flanders the yearly list of bottleneck sector8 indicates every year again a shortage of graduates with sufficient ICT
skills to master open data and big data. According to 2016 report by De Gezinsbond (Coemans, Craessaerts,
Valgaeren, & Verhas, 2016), younger generations In Belgium have the highest digital skills, but still find it difficult to
protect online data against fraud, do back-ups, use cookies and cloud systems. In addition, the final report (2018) of
the Monitor for ICT Integration in Flemish education (MICTIVO) showed an improvement in the provision of IT
equipment in schools, students’ use of computer and ICT competences of teachers in mainstream education in 10year time. However, daily use of technology in schools and ICT competences of students remain quite low, while the
country still lacks detailed ICT policy with provisions regarding the use of data management, privacy, ICT security or
purchasing policy in education.
As a result, almost every university and many university colleges offer courses – sometimes embedded in the normal
8

https://www.vdab.be/sites/web/files/doc/trends/Knelpuntberoepen%202020.pdf
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curriculum. Also, the universities follow the five stars model of Tim Berners-Lee9 to stimulate researchers to make
data freely available.
Recently, stronger relevance was given to digital competences in secondary education, with the identification of a
new set of attainment targets in Flanders, on the basis of DigComp 2.1. In 2019, these were introduced for the first
time in the first grade of secondary education.
Within the educational framework in Germany, approach to the digital world varies a lot depending on financial
opportunities of each institute and teachers’ preparation, though some non-formal centers, often supported by
public authorities, help fill this gap.
In Italy, several universities have started integrating the topic of open data within their study offers. For instance,
from the academic year 2016/2017, the University of Palermo has expanded the educational offer of the Degree
Course in Computer Science, including the teaching of "Techniques for management of Open Data”, among the extra
option subjects for third year students. The course proposes among its objectives the specialized training for students
in order to satisfy the ever-increasing demands of operators in the sector, the use of specific tools in order to broaden
students' skills and promote the culture of open data. The University of Padova instead started a Master in GIScience
and remote piloting systems for land management and natural resources. With its first edition in 2015, the general aim
of the course is to deepen the management and development of projects related to the territory, from spatial data
management to the production of WebGIS. systems.
However, students should have access to this knowledge even before. To this aim, the main target of D3 project is
the secondary school education. The following chapter is a summary of results emerged from desk research in partner
countries as regards the integration of open data and digital competences within this level of education.

5. Digital literacy and open data in secondary school education
As previously stated, digital literacy and an understanding of open data is fundamental not only as a response to the
increasing demand within the labor market but also to ensure the growth of responsible and active citizens. In order
to provide appropriate tools and practical measures for students and teachers, it is necessary to have a closer look at
each national context.
Based on information collected during the desk research in each country, Table 2. below summarizes the principal
characteristics and trends within the educational framework of each country, more specifically in relation to the
condition of open data and digital literacy in secondary education schools. Annex 1 provides the reader with all the
open data tools identified by project partners.

9
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Country

UK

Belgium (Flanders)

Spain

Germany (Berlin)

Italy

Greece

Definition of
school
curricula

There is a National
Curriculum, subject to
periodical reviews (last
version: 2014). There has
been greater autonomy
for schools, due to the
lower power of local
authorities.

The Flemish government
creates attainment
targets for education,
these are the minimum
goals that must be
achieved. The education
providers (GO! Education
& Katholiek Onderwijs
Vlaanderen as the biggest
ones) translate these
attainment targets into
curricula with curriculum
goals.
The new attainment targets
started in the first year of
secondary education in
schoolyear 2019-2020 and
will continue to be
introduced year after year till
the last year of secondary
education.

The Ministry of Education,
Culture and Sport
(Ministerio de Educación,
Cultura y Deporte or
MECD) has overall
responsibility for education
in Spain but the
autonomous regions make
most of the decisions
regarding their own
education systems.

Areas of education and
culture are under the
responsibility of each
federal State, through the
supreme authority of
Ministries for Education
and Cultural Affairs. For
this reason most
information about
Germany focus on Berlin.
The framework curricula
are to be implemented by
all types of public schools
in Berlin.

Schools have a certain
autonomy in line with
national guidelines set by
MIUR (Ministry of
Education, Universities and
Research), including
objectives, disciplines and
related hours of teaching.

Education is highly centralized
and the Ministry of Education
is responsible for the
formulation of study plans and
curricula.

Open data and
digital literacy
in curricula

The school curriculum in
the UK does not currently
have a specific focus on
open data, digital,
geospatial or ICT . There
are still, to a large extent,
subject silos, within which
some work will be taking
place in individual schools
as a result of individual
teachers’ particular

Recently, stronger relevance
was given to digital
competences in secondary
education, with the
identification of a new set of
attainment targets in
Flanders, on the basis of
DigComp 2.1. In 2019, these
were introduced for the first
time in the first grade of
secondary education.

No Explicit reference to
open data but they are
important for many
subjects, such as natural
sciences, social sciences
and geography.
For levels K10, K11, K12,
there is a course called ICT,
dealing with the main
areas of DigComp 2.1.
Digital competences are

General part of framework
curricula foresee that
pupils learn data related
competencies especially in
Informatics and Math. To
certain extent, data related
competencies are obtained
in other courses as well,
mainly Geography. Part B
of framework curricula
describes general

Despite some particular
initiatives aimed at
developing digital data
skills, there is not a specific
subject.
Some tools are used by
teachers and
extracurricular course on
digital competences may
be offered, but Ministerial
programs determine some

Development of digital skills is
part of a compulsory subject,
but not a transversal key
competence.
Yet, the Greek Ministry of
Education and Religions has
launched lately the initiative
"Digital School": it aims to
integrate ICT and open data.
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interests. Although there is
no specific subject dealing
with the topic, open data
are very important for
some subjects, firstly
Geography.

considered a topic in its
own but also a transversal
key ability.
Recently, some initiatives
were launched to
introduce open data in the
curricula, such as “Escuela
Comciencia”, a new
approach to research,
fostering the use of digital
tools and open data.

competence development
with a focus on language
and media education,
including understanding of
ownership and privacy
rights.
At the level of higher
gymnasium (gymnasiale
Oberstufe), the education
plan for the school year
2019/20 includes the
course "Digital Worlds" for
the first time, aimed at
developing competencies
on digital data.

rules in terms of topics
with a minor focus on the
abilities to achieve (like the
digital ones).
Implementation is often up
to the free initiative and
competence of teachers.

Table 2. Open Data and Digital literacy in school curricula
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As shown by Table 2, although education in each country has reached different levels in the development of digital
literacy, there is a common trend: open data and digital literacy are not taught as a specific, specialized subject but
are generally integrated within other courses. Only in Berlin does the school system offers an additional course
called "Digital Worlds" for the academic year 2019/20. In other cases extracurricular activities may be available to
help youngsters develop their abilities in the field. Yet, it would be important to have the support of the Senate
Administration for Education, Youth and Family to boost a real, effective change.
An important part of our research was based on the evaluation of students’ digital competences according to the
areas identified under DigiComp 2.1. This is the latest version (2017) of a comprehensive framework developed by
the European Commission in 2013. The purpose is to provide a common reference tool regarding digital
competencies in Europe. The European Digital Competence Framework (shortly DigiComp) was initially based on
five areas of digital competences: information and data literacy, communication and collaboration, digital content
creation, safety and problem solving. DigiComp 2 (2013) presented a list of 21 competences. DigiComp 2.1
expanded this model further through the addition of proficiency levels and examples of use (Carretero Gomez,
Vuorikari, & Punie, 2017).
Since DigiComp 2.1 provides a detailed framework, it was chosen for the analysis of various learning opportunities
(OER, courses) and school curricula in lower secondary education, focusing on digital topics in terms of prescribed
competences and levels that can be achieved by pupils. By comparing the said school curricula and learning
opportunities with the areas and levels of digital competences provided in the DigiComp 2.1, the results shown in
the table on the following page were reached. The values are averaged. To simplify the comparison between
countries, we calculated an average per each competence area. However, we kept the distinction between different
age groups, which can be useful to assess the impact of education on students. Age groups are represented in the
table as follow:
A. Age group 12-13 years; Italy 13-14
B. Age group 13-14 years; Italy 15-17
C. Age Group 14-15 years; Italy 18-19
Research in Italy was conducted in the two different itineraries of high school: lyceum and technical/professional
institute. However, at this stage, we preferred to provide an average of results and add some explanations about
the most relevant aspects emerged. (More information about each country can be find in the annexes, which
provide National results).
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Level of Competences according to DigiComp 2.1
Competences Areas

Information and data
literacy

Communication and
collaboration

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

1-2

4-5

5

1-2

3-4

4

2

3-4

4

1-2

3-4

3-4

1-2

3

3

3

3

4

3

3

4

1-2

1-2

3

3

3

4

2

2

3

3

4

5

3

4

4

2

2

3

3

3

4

1

2

3

GERMANY

3

4-5

5-6

2-3

3-4

4

2-3

3-4

4-5

2-3

3-4

4-5

2

3-4

4

UK

2

3

3

2

2-3

3

2

3

3

2

2

3

3

3

3

BELGIUM

3-4

3-4

4-5

3-4

3-4

4-5(6)

1-2

3-4

3-4

3-4

3-4

3(6)

1-3

2-4

3-6

Age groups
ITALY
SPAIN
GREECE

Digital content creation

Safety

Problem Solving

Table 3 Level of competences according to DigiComp 2.1
* Numbers highlighted show the greatest differences (lowest/highest)
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As regards Italy, although results from lyceum and technical/professional schools are the same for the first age
group, there are considerable differences for students aged 18-19, with better results achieved in
technical/professional institutes.
If we compare results from the different countries, we can see that, overall, there are similar trends with higher
results obtained for the oldest age group, which can be a positive sign of an educational path contributing to their
growth. Problem solving seems to represent a challenging area in most countries.
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6. Examples of Open data tools
Research on open data tools revealed the presence of many providers as well as the availability of different kinds of data. Some of these are strictly related to the
educational field, but actually there is a wide range of topics favoring research and re-use of information. To the aim of the present document, the following table
summarises some of the most useful in the educational environment.

Open Data tool Name

Provider/
Organization

Type of
Data

Content/ Aim

Target group/
Beneficiaries

“Scuola In Chiaro”
School in Clear

Italy, MIUR, inistry of
Education, University
and Research

Open website,
similar to XML
format

The platform offers information about all Italian schools, of every order and
grade.
It is possible to locate schools, view the contents of the individual information
sheets and make a comparison based on some parameters. It also consists of a
private part intended for users authorized to access it (teachers, school
administrators and staff), to allow data upgrading.

Public users, families,
pupils but also
teachers and school
administrators.

School Network for
the "ArcGIS for
Schools" program and
associated Living Atlas
resource

UK – ArcGIS platform
for schools (Free to all
UK schools since April
2017, including access
to the ESRI Living
Atlas)

Geodata And
imagery

Students are able to learn how to operate GIS software, enhance spatial
thinking and develop spatial problem-solving skills. The site provided access to
educational material on ArcGIS Online which is developed by a dedicated team
of people at ESRI UK

Primary and Secondary
Education – pupils and
Teachers. Free of charge.
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IDEARAGON

Spain - Regional
Government of
Aragon

SDI platform

Among the multiple applications from IDEARAGON, there is one especially
interesting for developing data literacy and for its use in school environment:
Digital Atlas of Aragon. It comprises several sections, each one mapping open
data from the statistical regional service: population, environment, human
settlements, economy, roads, facilities, public health, cultural and natural
heritage, landscapes, urban planning, administrative boundaries and local
development.

Any interested party

Digital School II:
Expanding and
Deploying the Digital
Learning Platform,
Interactive Books and
the Learning Objects
Repository

Greece - Ministry
of Education and
Religious Affairs

All type of data

Digital Learning Platform providing interactive e-books and a repository of
learning objects, as well as open educational resources for school and pre-school
education and for formal and non-formal education

Primary and secondary
education

ArcGIS platform for
schools

Greece - School
Network for the
"ArcGIS for
Schools" program.

Geodata

Through the platform students are able to learn how to operate GIS software,
enhance spatial thinking and develop spatial problem-solving skills. The site
provided access to educational material on ArcGIS Online.

Primary and Secondary
Education- pupils and
teachers

Media Competences
Database
(MedienkompetenzDatenbank)

Germany.
Bundeszentrale für
Politische Bildung
(Federal Agency for
Civic Education, bpb)

Database of
projects focused
on media and
information
literacy (including
data literacy)

The media and information literacy (MIL) database provides an overview of the
variety of projects and supporting MIL among promote media literacy for
children, young people, and adults. It is a systematic collection of noncommercial
projects promoting MIL as a core competence.

Open to any interested
party

Environment,
hydrology, and
geology Berlin

Berliner
Senatsverwaltung für
Umwelt, Verkehr und
Klimaschutz (Senate
Administration for
Environment, Traffic,
and Climate
Protection

Data related to
the environment,
hydrology, and
geology

This portal presents data in the fields of environmental protection, hydrology,
and geology. Some data are not only presented in 2D, but also interactive 3D
graphics.

Open to any interested
party
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OK Lab Berlin

Code for Germany,
which is a program of
the Open Knowledge
Foundation Germany
in partnership with
Code For America

Various data

The aim of the Code for Germany program is to promote developments in the
areas of transparency, open data, and civic tech in Germany. OK Lab Berlin
provides various data tools focused on many different topics, including: Direct
train connections, Open legal data, Teachers in Berlin, Schools in Berlin, Trees in
public spaces, Elections, Drinking water, Integration of refugees, Public
transportation

Young people, but open
to any interested party

Klascement

Ministry of Education
Flanders

all type of digital
data

This platform contains more than 50,000 educational resources online. These
are course materials such as downloadable documents, apps, videos, interactive
exercises, but also: refresher courses, excursions, research, material that can be
borrowed. Through KlasCement, education professionals and organizations
inspire and support each other by sharing their teaching materials, practical
experience and questions with each other. This creates an active professional
network.

teachers/educators from
kindergarten till upper
secondary and adult
education

Geopunt

Flemish Government

geodata

A GIS viewer platform where the most common geodata are visualised.

primary and secondary
education

Het Archief

Flemish Radio &
Television Broadcast
(VRT)

film & photo

The Archive for Education is a platform of the Flemish Institute for Archiving
(VIAA). VIAA strives, among other things, to bring relevant audiovisual archive
material to every class. For example, the digital world in which young people
are staying does not remain at the school gate.

primary and secondary
education

Table 4. Examples of Open data tools
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Table 4 provides some examples of open data tools currently available in the countries under analysis. These
concern a wide range of topics and areas, including:
-

Education and schools, extracurricular activities, funding opportunities, partnerships, digital books
Lessons from universities
Networking, communication platforms
Geodata
Tourist information
Official statistical data, including on demographics, education, culture, elections, public finances
Financial/business data
Media and information literacy, films and videos
Environmental protection, energy and climate
Databases of tools for data usage and analysis
Public transport information

The kinds of topics adaptable to the format can greatly vary according to specific interests. Adapting open data tools
to the educational field is an important move in our age since the target is a generation of youngsters born at the
heart of digital progress, who may be more used to digital devices rather than traditional books. Thus, open data
tools have a strong potential for many reasons:
-

The information available is generally wider than those written in a book;
Searching information is easier, faster, cheaper and somehow funnier;
Possibility to use more attractive interfaces, such as 3D formats, videos;
Opportunity to update data more frequently;
Stimulus for curiosity, creativity, but also critical thinking in selecting information.

Obviously, beyond all these points in their favor, open data tools also hide some dangers and obstacles that need
to be carefully addressed if they are to be used in education. Firstly, there is the digital divide created by the relative
availability of proper digital access and infrastructure in schools. As demonstrated by desk and field research, not
all schools provide students with proper equipment and opportunities to strengthen their digital competences.
Sometimes laptops/computers in use may be old, or Internet connections can be limited. Thus, before focusing on
open data tools, it is fundamental to set common minimum requirements for infrastructure development in
secondary education schools in EU.
In Greece, the European Social Fund (ESF) provided IT infrastructure in many schools, but digital education is still
insufficiently integrated into the curriculum. In science education for instance, a striking 50 % of Greek 15 year-old
students report they spend little or no time doing practical experiments in the lab (OECD, 2016).
In addition, it is necessary to inform young people about all the possible dangers hidden within these fields. This
primarily refers to the protection of personal data, which are sometimes shared on the web. But it also links to
another important aspect that education may still lack nowadays, namely the development of critical thinking in
order to assess trustworthiness of information and choose the right sources. This is a crucial point if we want to
protect youngsters from the danger of misinformation, trivialization of data and fake news. As a consequence,
secondary school should include compulsory courses on and the development of critical thinking as a protective
measure for their students.
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7. Training courses, qualifications and curricula
The analysis of training courses, qualifications and curricula was important to evaluate the current availability of training courses or freely accessible sources
regarding the topic of open data and digital competence. Indeed, firstly there should be appropriate attention to the explanation of the concept itself,
clarifying the impact, positive aspects and dangers that both open data and digital technologies may have on the society as a whole. This is an important goal
both in the training of teachers and students. Yet, field researches outlined a series of challenges which may hinder the smooth development of training courses,
such as lack of time for teachers, compulsory attendance, excessive costs of courses.
The following table includes few examples of training courses and qualifications, retrieved from desk researches, which may help identify some weaknesses
and elaborate appropriate responses. Additional examples can be found in Annex 2 – Examples of Training Courses, Qualifications and Curricula, on the basis
of the information provided by each project partner.

Name

Provider/
Organization

Theoretical
Framework

Tools and methods

Learning outcomes and/or level of
certifications

OpenDataALinteramente

Italy FormezPA

A simple and accessible language
about open data, ways to enhance
public information with them,
national and international reference
frameworks, value of open data as a
new opportunity for transparency of
the Public Administration and
technical, organizational and
regulatory elements that a public
administration must take into
account.

Four models in autonomous learning
(multimedia and video lessons,
interviews), assessment tests and
remote exercises, subjected to peer
review. Average commitment: 3 hours
per week.

Online course aimed to transfer basic
knowledge and skills useful for increasing the
dissemination of the culture and practice of
open data in the Italian public administration.
Provision of a certificate of attendance,
following the completion of the exercises and
tests with a final score of at least 70/100.
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Competencia Digital
Educativa

Spain - INTEF

Digital Teacher Competence: the
Common Framework and the
Portfolio of Digital Teacher
Competence are developed and
improved. It is a service for the
improvement of the digital
competence of teachers through
continuous self-evaluation and the
updateable collection of Teaching,
earning and training experiences.

E-platform-Moodle/ Portfolio of digital
teacher competences and training
experiences

The Passport of the Digital Teaching
Competition shows the level reached and an
overview of the evidence supporting it. As
you update your biography and your evidence
holder, your Digital Competition Passport will
also be updated.6 levels of common digital
competence framework for teachers are
identified, in line with DigComp 2.1.

Medien in die Schule

Germany - Freiwillige
Selbstkontrolle
MultimediaDiensteanbieter
e.V. (FSM)

Medien in die Schule offers
numerous teaching suggestions and
media didactic tools. It supports
teachers in assisting young people
with the competent use of media,
sensitizing them to digital safety,
and facilitating their digital activities.

Teachers can improve content of their classes
and pupils can directly get new knowledge
and skills in following fields:
- safe searching online, data protection,
reality and fiction online
- searching tools for open content,
infographics/ data visualizations,
programming.

Data School/ e-du

Greece e-du/
Demokrit (Private
firms)

Supports pupils in studying their
lessons, using digital information
technology. Design and evelopment
of educational software for primary
and secondary education according
to school curriculum

This platform is divided into three main
sections:
- OER: methodological suggestions and
contents
- Toolboxes: methodical and didactic
examples for integrating digital media
into the classroom.
- Study “Educational partnerships”,
focusing on the cooperation between
schools and non-school actors in media
education.
E-learning/ Text/ image/ sound/
interactive learning environment/ econference platform/ virtual classroom

Promoting new learning methods, attractive
and pleasure ways of learning, creativity.
Triggering student activation.
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Mediawijs

Kenniscentrum
Mediawijsheid

Mediawijs is the Flemish Knowledge
Centre for Digital and Media Literacy
at imec vzw on the initiative of the
Flemish Minister for Media.
It aims to help the citizens of the
Flemish community in Flanders and
Brussels to use ICT and media
consciously, critically, actively and
creatively to participate in society
On this website you will receive
information about the safe and
smart use of (digital) media.

Online information

Online and printable material for different
age groups to work on media literacy,
including digital media.

Digitale geletterdheid

Netwerk
Mediawijsheid

Online information

This Dutch website is an initiative of the
Media Literacy Network and is intended for
a wide audience of young people, and
seniors, to provide them with more
information about media literacy,
organizations, companies and institutions.

Coderdojo Belgium

Coderdojo
Foundation

CoderDojo Belgium is a non-profit
movement that organizes free
coding workshops in Belgium for
kids aged 7 to 18 years.

Activities/maps

Germany Connected Industry
e.V.

Data Hackers Days are bringing
together people interested in

Hackathon event.

Almost every Dojo uses Scratch, an intuitive
programming language developed by MIT
that is accessible free of charge. Especially for
beginners this is a great language to start
with.
Depending on the expertise of the coaches in
the local Dojo’s, there are other tracks
available as well. In addition to Scratch, many
offer Arduino, Minecraft , mbots , Lego
Mindstorms or HTML / CSS as well. In some
places you can even find PHP, Ruby, Unity or
Raspberry Pi .
The philosophy of CoderDojo is to work as
much as possible with open source or free
software .
Participants compete in high-value challenges
and find solutions using tools in machine
learning and data science. They can get
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Data Hackers Days

CodeWeek

Partner & Sponsors

YouthMetre

EUROGEO

working with data and recruiters
from top companies.
EU Code Week is a grassroots
initiative aimed to bring coding and
digital literacy to everybody in a fun
and engaging way. Schools at any
levels and teachers of all subjects
are invited to participate in EU Code
Week, to give the opportunity to
their students to explore digital
creativity and coding.
YouthMetre training is a free to
access and use set of resources that
explores a new and creative way to
empower and engage young people
across Europe in influencing youth
policy, in particular through the use
of the innovative e-tool YouthMetre,
open data on youth well-being and
projects (best practices), and the
advocacy toolkit.

Activities/ Maps/ Scoreboard/ elearning/pre sentation/to olkits

YouthMetre training is
available in three OER
forms:
- e-toolkit
- open Moodle course
- downloadable files

competencies in practical usage of (open)
data andprogramming/coding.
Coding without digital technology
(unplugged), Computational thinking and
problem solving, Visual programming –
introduction to Scratch Creating educational
games with Scratch Making, robotics and
tinkering in the classroom, developing
creative thinking through mobile app
development, Tinkering and Making Coding
for all subjects
Users of the OER and attendees of seminars
/workshops can get following open data
related competencies:
- finding and analysing information from a
database
- using YM e-tool and data in general for
advocacy and public communication.
They can also better understand data behind
policymaking.

Table 5. Examples of training courses and qualifications
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As shown by the Table 5, many initiatives already exist both at European and national level. On the basis of these
data, some observations can be presented:
-

-

-

-

-

Training courses for public administrations and schools (teachers, students, school directors and the whole
staff) are fundamental to provide basic knowledge and raise awareness on open data, digital competence
and DigiComp 2.1. In order to ensure common European developments, minimum requirements of skills in
the above-mentioned fields should be set by all countries and provided through compulsory courses.
Research in Germany gave many useful examples of such courses, both for teachers and students, also
regarding specific aspects within the digital world and in relation to management of open data.
In order to overcome the lack of time, a complaint made by many teachers, these courses should be
integrated in efficient ways into their working hours. Moreover, considering the unwillingness to bear
excessive costs for this kind of training, courses should be free, directly arranged by National authorities,
Ministries of Education or School Directors.
Although teachers may be worried about compulsory attendance to courses, a minimum requirement
should be set. Participation would receive a positive boost by the award of final certificates.
An interesting online training for students and teachers may focus on the development of critical thinking,
through information on the topic and different exercises aimed at developing creativity, curiosity but also a
responsible attitude to the online world.
Apart from online courses, teachers and students should be regularly supported in this growth through the
organization of regular (monthly) informal meetings, a precious occasion to discuss any issue, innovation,
necessity or interest related to open data and the digital world. For instance, in some Italian schools,
teachers have to attend every month the “Digital Café”, a local and national initiative to provide non-formal
training about informatics and more specifically the use of technologies in education.
An international initiative such as EU Code Week or hackathons may be a powerful way to promote
knowledge and attract youngsters, while developing basic awareness and knowledge. Giving awards, prizes
can stimulate participation and interest even more.

Yet, the existence of all these training courses and activities to boost knowledge on the topic has not been
accompanied by the same rhythm within the school curricula. Open data and digital competences seem to be just a
side aspect of school subjects, mainly limited to Geography, the social or natural sciences, Mathematics, or they are
included within the broader framework of generalized teaching on informatics. An exception derives from Greece:
field research demonstrated that school curricula integrates a specific course related to ICT competences. In
particular, ICT training lessons are taking place on a regular weekly basis, according to the official training manual
and the school curricula guidelines provided by the Ministry of Education. Within this ground, access to open data
such as Linux, LibreOffice as well as frequent use of digital data are strongly encouraged.
Meanwhile, there have been positive signs of greater interest in the topic and first attempts to integrate these topics
into young people’s educational path. For instance, in Italy, the University of Palermo now provides specialist training,
while the University of Padova dedicates an entire Master on the topic of GIScience and remote piloting systems for
land management and natural resources. Among partner countries, only Germany included the course "Digital
Worlds" at the level of higher gymnasium (gymnasiale Oberstufe) in the education plan for the school year 2019/20,
aimed at developing competencies on digital data.
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8. National Legislative frameworks
The full digitization of education, the effective use of open data and especially the creation of a strong democratic
society and active citizenship cannot be achieved without proper government interest and support. To this aim,
national research has also analysed the legislative frameworks concerning open data.
In Italy there is not a specific law on open data, as the legislative system refers to the European Directive 2019/1024
of the European Parliament and of the Council on the 20th of June 2019 concerning the opening of data and the reuse of public sector information. However, the topic of open data is mentioned in two laws:
•
•

Legislative Decree n. 36/2006 art. 1
Law number 114 of 11st of August 2014 at the art. 17

The former sets the conditions for re-use of public administration documents; the latter established the duty to
supply open data for public bodies.
In Flanders (Belgium) for the new curriculum a set framework has been created in function of sixteen key
competences. One of them is called “Digital competence and media literacy”. As reference framework, DigiComp 2.0
(and later 2.1) was chosen. Consequently, many attainment targets deal with digital literacy, in different competence
areas:
•

area 1: “learning competences including research competences, innovation thinking, creativity, problemsolving and critical thinking, systems thinking, information processing and collaboration”;

•

area 2 “digital competence and media literacy;

•

area 8 “Cultural awareness and expression”; Here no specific final objectives regarding digitization, but
underlying knowledge;

•

area 9 “Competences in mathematics, science and technology”

•

area 13 “Competences regarding spatial awareness”

In addition, a derived set of final objectives was formulated for basic literacy (Basis Geletterdheid – BG).
The UK has already taken steps to harness the benefits of open data for improved policy-making, and social,
environmental and economic benefit. The Open Data Institute’s open data roadmap sets out steps the government
can take to continue to drive progress. Looking at this document, the connection with the education sector is not as
clear. The government has even published a report, “Keeping Children Safe in Education”, addressing the problem of
child protection in the use of technology: “Governors and proprietors should consider a whole school approach to
online safety. Whilst it is essential that governing bodies and proprietors ensure that appropriate filters and
monitoring systems are in place, they should be careful that “over blocking” does not lead to unreasonable
restrictions as to what children can be taught with regard to online teaching and safeguarding” (UK Department for
Education, 2015).
In Germany, the main law regulating access to information, and data in general, is the Federal Act Governing Access
to Information held by the Federal Government, which allows access to information published by the Federal
Government, in the respect of public interest and personal data. It's also worth to include reference to the German's
government program "Digital Administration 2020" (Digitale Verwaltung 2020), which has set the digitization in the
federal administration as a goal and provides corresponding framework. It says, that “In future, it should become
standard that public administration can also be reached electronically by the citizens.”
In Greece, the first steps towards open data were made through the application of the Law 3448/2006 (Governmental
Paper 57/ A) "on the re-use of public sector information" in alignment with the existing European legislation
framework. The most recent institutional change took place in October 2014 with Law 4305/2014 which establishes
the "open availability and re-use of public sector documents, information and data". As a result, Greece is essentially
in line with the European Union Directive 2013/37 promoting transparency, public control, entrepreneurship and
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social inclusion. Such conditions were transferred to Spain by Law 37/2007, of November 16, on the reuse of public
sector information, which imposed publicity of freely available documents published by the public sector. The Law
on Transparency and Access to Public Information (2013) regulates the right to access public information.
Therefore, once again, despite governmental interest on the issue in each partner country, there is no legislative
framework imposing the integration of Open Data into the school environment.

9. Considerations for Gender / disadvantaged groups
Introduction & key concepts
Digital literacy in 2020 is as fundamental as literacy itself. It can be seen as a basic component of lifelong learning,
contributing not only to the protection of education as a human right, but also to the creation of more equal societies,
fighting discrimination and marginalization. Digital competence is affected by socio-cultural background, including
the home environment, cultural capital and academic orientation; such factors explain differences in digital
competence between students (Davaki, 2018).
Acknowledging that people with low literacy -and therefore, digital literacy- skills often come from vulnerable
backgrounds, the D3 Project offers basic guidelines on digital literacy and the use of open sources from the
perspective of gender and disadvantaged groups, aiming at improving the quality of teaching and increasing
participation, inclusion and equity.
According to the European Institute for Gender Equality, disadvantaged groups can be defined as “groups of persons
that experience a higher risk of poverty, social exclusion, discrimination and violence than the general population,
including, but not limited to, ethnic minorities, migrants, people with disabilities, isolated elderly people and
children”. As it is also mentioned, women and girls are often subjected to gender-based violence and multiple
discrimination due to interaction between sex (as the biological characteristics of women and men) and their socially
and culturally constructed identities, attributes and roles. In addition, the UNESCO Institute for Lifelong Learning,
underlines that a wide range of factors, such as gender inequality, physical or mental disability, and low socioeconomic status, contributes to existing vulnerabilities, while other issues, which vary according to the context (e.g.
rural, urban, post- conflict or post-disaster), may exacerbate the challenges that disadvantaged people face.

Benefits & Opportunities
Following the European Parliament resolution of 28 April 2016 on gender equality and empowering women in the
digital age, improving digital skills and IT literacy presents a unique opportunity for increasing the inclusion in the labour
market of women, but also of people from various disadvantaged groups. ICTs and more specifically online training
courses, for girls and women, but also people with special needs, such as those with disabilities, other disadvantaged
groups or even the inhabitants of rural/remote areas, can improve education among these people and as a result,
create more possibilities for teleworking and increase their chances of financial independence and/or social inclusion.
Rodrigues & BIagi (2017) suggest that the use of digital technologies is positively associated with disadvantaged
students' achievement (defined as students from low socioeconomic backgrounds), but only for some purposes and
if used with low-intensity. Students from low socio-economic backgrounds would particularly benefit to use digital
technologies for general purposes. Regarding the migrant and refugee population, the European Commission (2016)
argues that if they can access and explore learning materials in their own language, this may increase their motivation
to learn. In any case, education can facilitate inclusion to local communities.
It is of course very important to point out that Digital literacy and open data can play a critical role in engaging students
around critical thinking, media literacy and active citizenship. Open data may also have an important role especially
in the empowerment of disadvantaged groups. As World Wide Web Foundation (2017) mentions (in an article on
Filipino teachers unlocking government budgets using open data): “we often think about open data as being technical
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or part of a country’s digital transformation. But really, open data is about people, their problems, and giving them
the power to solve them”.
Difficulties & Challenges
Digital literacy from the perspective of gender and disadvantaged groups, cannot be seen apart from the context of
digital divide, a globally recognized phenomenon since the mid-1990s, that still reveals a wide range of controversial
interpretations: not only as inequality in providing access to technology, but also as a manifestation of many social,
economic, geographical, and educational divides (Yusuf, 2010). While ICTs are recognised as having the potential to
promote gender equality and women’s and disadvantaged groups’ empowerment, the identified digital divide can
exacerbate the existing inequalities (Davaki 2018).
Gender and ICT indicators are not widely available and indeed there has been an ongoing discussion as to how
statistics on the deployment of ICTs can be improved. Only few government organisations collect ICT statistical data
systematically and even fewer provide breakdown by gender (Davaki 2018). Rodrigues & BIagi (2017) highlight also
the relative lack of evidence on the pedagogical use of digital technologies on disadvantaged students when
compared to the general student population. Using data from PISA 2015, they document that students from low
socio-economic backgrounds start using digital devices later in life, have slightly less access to ICT at home and tend
to use ICT less intensively especially in out-of-school activities than their counterparts.
Rodrigues & BIagi (2017) have also mentioned that Inappropriate use of ICT can isolate disadvantaged learners from
teachers, fellow students and community members who could otherwise support their learning and success. Falck et
al. (2015) (cited in Rodrigues & BIagi 2017) argue that the use of computers might require complementary skills such
as basic cognitive knowledge or critical thinking, as well as proactivity, self-discipline, and autonomy, which might be
less pronounced among disadvantaged students.
In addition, the EIGE study Gender and Digital Agenda (2016) provides an overview of issues of gender inequalities in
digitalisation and identifies: gender gaps and differences a) in access to and use of digital technologies, as well as b)
in digital-related education and other fields of study between girls and boys, c) gender divides in digital labour market
(women’s low participation and in particular in high-quality jobs), d) ICT, cybercrime and gender issues.
Initiatives at EU level and good practices worldwide
Equipping European citizens with digital competences is at the core of the EU strategy10, along with the use of open
data, shaping Europe’s digital future11. In addition, it has been acknowledged the role and potential of ICT and OER
to open up access to learning and to promote social inclusion and better outcomes in education (European
Commission 2016).
To promote inclusion and gender equality in lifelong learning, the UNESCO Institute for Lifelong Learning
(https://uil.unesco.org) conducts action-oriented research and policy advocacy that reaches out to vulnerable and
disadvantaged groups of young people and adults. In more detail, it seeks to empower vulnerable people by
enhancing targeted education and development policies and programmes, focusing in particular on the following
groups: Women with no or low literacy skills, Out-of-school youth and young people with low literacy and basic skills,
Indigenous people, Prisoners and Refugees.
The World Wide Web Foundation (https://webfoundation.org), established by web inventor Sir Tim Berners-Lee,
aims to advance the open web as a public good and a basic right and strives for digital equality: “a world where
everyone can access the web and use it to improve their lives”.
ELINET, the European literacy policy network (http://www.eli-net.eu), has been leading a discussion at the European
level to break down the barriers of digital illiteracy, considering it as a “gate to citizenship”. ELINET has been working
10
11

EU Science Hub, Learning and Skills for the Digital Era https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/research-topic/learning-and-skills
Open data portal EU, https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/open-data-portals, https://data.europa.eu/euodp/en/data
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towards a shared understanding of what digital literacy means today, supporting existing and encouraging new
policies and initiatives. ELINET is particularly concerned with disadvantaged and struggling readers and writers.
General recommendations
Placing women and disadvantaged groups at the forefront of their Digital Literacy Agenda, will make Schools,
Institutions and even States in general, to act as a driving force towards furthering gender equality and social inclusion.
It should be noted that education in digital technologies and the acquiring of digital literacy skills at an early age is
very important in empowering girls, as well as disadvantaged people and encouraging them to overcome various
stereotypes. However, as Davaki (2018) underlines, “dealing with the symptoms without fighting the causes would
lead to superficial and ineffective measures”.
As EIGE (2020)12 points out, recent scholarship on stereotypical gender roles and attitudes, and their discriminatory
impact on women, emphasises that women are not vulnerable by nature, but suffer from imposed disadvantage.
Considering that the social positioning of women and men is affected by political, economic, cultural, social, religious,
ideological and environmental factors, leads to the conclusion that can be changed over time.
Discussing the case of dropouts or those at risk of dropping out, Kozma & Wagner (2006) (cited in Rodrigues & BIagi
2017:10) argue that ICT alone will not make any difference, but it can be used to supplement, support, reinforce and
extend ICT-based programmes. They advocate that effective environments for the disadvantaged are those that
address a comprehensive set of needs:
i)

academic needs by: engaging students in challenging tasks; focusing on individual learners' skills and needs;
providing students with structure and support; presenting frequent assessment and feedback;

ii)

social needs by: creating a supportive learning community; connecting with the outside community and
resources; and

iii)

linguistic needs by: building on current languages skills and developing new ones. The authors argue that
ICT should be used in group situations to support social engagement with learning.

Digital literacy and the participation of girls/women and disadvantaged groups in ICT education and training should
be further promoted through the creation of customized curricula for each target-group, through the inclusion of
new media and technologies in education curricula at all levels, as well as extra-curricular, informal and non-formal
education, and in all types of education and training, including for teaching staff.
Following the EU Joint Report on Social Inclusion (2001)13, key-measures and proposals include developing and
extending lifelong learning so that there are customised education and training opportunities accessible to vulnerable
groups, enhancing access to basic skills provision and tackling (functional) illiteracy. It is also important to strengthen
the role of education and training establishments in promoting norms and values such as social cohesion, equal
opportunities and active citizenship. Therefore, there is a clear need for further engagement of multiple stakeholders,
public and private, as well as women and disadvantaged users themselves, in ways that can overcome barriers and
empower people in need.

12

EIGE/ European Institute for Gender Equality (2020). Glossary & Thesaurus. “Disadvantaged Groups”
https://eige.europa.eu/thesaurus/terms/1083?lang=en ;
“Sex- and gender-based discrimination” https://eige.europa.eu/thesaurus/terms/1363

13

Communication from the Commission to the Council, the European Parliament, the Economic and Social Committee &
the Committee of the Regions - Draft Joint Report on Social Inclusion COM/2001/0565F final. https://eurlex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=celex: 52001DC0565
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10. Conclusion
Notwithstanding the strong process of digitalization which hit European countries in recent years, there is still much
ignorance of the possible benefits deriving from the use of digital tools, Cloud-based technologies and open data in
school education. Digital technologies are currently used in most employment areas; such important and, at times,
unavoidable use should be an essential part of the responsible and right growth and education process of the pupils.
As expressed in the European Commission Digicomp Conceptual reference model, open data are a fundamental tool
to enhance young people’s democratic engagement to become active citizens, able to exploit information to improve
their local community and shape public policy. Indeed, all students need digital citizenship skills to fully participate in
their communities and make smart choices online and in life, even influencing decision makers as shown by the KA3
YouthMetre project14. However, there is still some mistrust towards these new instruments, as well as scarce
information literacy.
Therefore, it is necessary to address some weaknesses within the educational environment and the whole context
surrounding it:
-

Need for an appropriate legislative framework setting the criteria for introducing open data and digital
literacy subjects in secondary level schools. It is among the State’s responsibilities to provide students with
the necessary tools and education, so as to better integrate them in the society and to enhance their
readiness to face modern life’s challenges, firstly digitalization;

-

Make municipalities aware of the great opportunities offered by open data;

-

Train teachers how to access and use data, innovative digital tools and develop related digital literacy skills:
firstly, teachers and schools should be informed about existing opportunities; in addition, cooperation
between formal and non-formal education may give boost to the sector;
Provide proper infrastructures and instruments in schools: field research from Berlin showed large
differences between schools depending on their financial possibilities;
Clarify the close link between digital data literacy and effective citizenship;
Develop greater levels of critical thinking;
Raise awareness of the dangers hidden in open data, including personal data protection (students often look
at the digital tools in a playful way). Students should become aware that they generate data in their daily
lives, as well as consume it. They should understand the effects they may produce on citizenship and
decision making. On the other hand, teachers themselves should be informed and trained on the following:
online surveillance, data protection and security, connections between offline and online dimensions.

-

As also shown by the abrupt turn to distance learning, prompted by the Covid-19 virus15, the availability of digital
data and digital tools in the educational field can be a powerful instrument, if accompanied by appropriate
competences. In order to exploit their full potential for future uses, it is necessary to focus on teachers’ training.

11. Recommendations
This Comparative Review was based on desk and field researches conducted by project partners in order to analyse
the current status of digital literacy and open data in secondary level education in their countries. The Review is
fundamental as a starting point for next IOs, aimed at improving teachers’ abilities in the field and finally the same
didactic offer.

14

http://youthmetre.eu/
Further information about the topic can be found in the additional chapter “Covid-19 and special measures in education”,
collated to the present research as Annex 8
15
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In line with the information gathered, the Professional Teacher Development course should consider the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Initial self-evaluation of teachers;
Flexibility in terms of time and free access;
Tailored response, offering different expertise levels, from basic to advanced, according to participants’
preparation; DigCompEdu (Digital Competence Framework for Educators) can be used as model;
Possibility to receive a certificate of participation;
Need to show the added-value and risks of the digital world and open data, including fake news and
cyberbullying;
Critical thinking: how to develop it?;
Improve knowledge of European initiatives in the field of digital literacy, firstly DigComp 2.1;
Stronger combination of formal and non-formal activities.

It is also useful to bear in mind these additional recommendations for future steps in our project:

1. Identify useful open data tools towards the creation of user-centric instruments:
Open data and related services are usually in the hands of government statistical offices, which perceive users as
simple receivers. Opening up data is an opportunity to expand the range of actors involved, such as researchers,
statisticians, scientists and citizens, and to promote innovative, user-centric ways to tackle new and existing policy
issues by co- designing statistical products (Kalampokis, Tambouris, Karamano, & Tarabanis, 2016). However, open
data alone does not automatically translate into public participation in decision-making (Nambisan & Nambisan,
2013).
Grazzini et al. (2019) proposes the provision of user-centric tools and software for accessing, using and adding open
data online. They suggest this would enable best practices to be shared learning from others’ experience, common
methodologies, could be adopted and cooperation could be enhanced between data producers and users (OECD,
2018).
They introduce examples of various tools and open source software that aim at widening access to and use of open
European data like Eurostat data. They suggest that by creating data analytics and visual analytics certain target
users like NGOs and citizens can be better supported.

2. Open data as OER for research-based and scenario-based learning activities:
Atenas and Havemann (2019a) (2019b) focus on the use of open data to help understand education and how its
uses can intersect with main education stakeholder groups, policy-makers, parents and learners, and educators
(Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Linking open data with education (Athenas and Havermann, 2019B).

They suggest that open data can be used as Open Educational Resources (OER). OER is defined by UNESCO (2017) as,
‘any type of educational materials that are in the public domain or introduced with an open license’.
When used as OER, open data allows students to learn and experiment by working with the same raw data that has
been generated and is used by researchers, governments, civil society, international organisations, and policymakers.
Such datasets can be used in research-based and scenario-based learning activities, and in supporting students to
develop information, statistical, scientific, curation, media, political and critical thinking skills. Working with realworld data, students can develop storytelling and research skills, and can apply analytical, collaborative and
citizenship skills in investigating real-world problems. However, they comment that, “while open data can promote
public participation and social innovation, it can also widen prejudice and stigmatise the poor and vulnerable, helping
to further marginalise those who, for example, cannot choose where to live or to study.”.
Atenas and Havemann (2015) present five case studies for the use of open data as OER with activities that can be
adopted by educators at school and university level. They provide examples and highlight good practices to illustrate
how, by using real data from research, and from national and international data-led projects, educational activities
can be fostered to develop data literacies alongside critical thinking skills. Uhlir & Schröder (2007) argue however
Students should be able to work with a broad cross-section of data.
The following case studies are presented by Atenas and Havemann (2015)16:
• A Scuola di OpenCoesione: From open data to civic engagement (http://www.ascuoladiopencoesione.it/en): based
on a clear methodology, it guides youngsters from secondary education in local engagement with people outside
schools, contributing to relevant topics for their communities. It is based on three main steps: tracing public funding;
analysing the development of the projects and related challenges; involving local communities to monitor the

16

For more information: http://education.okfn.org/files/2015/11/Book-Open-Data-as-Open-Educational-Resources1.pdf
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effectiveness of funding. This approach is aimed at fostering openness and democracy, developing civic awareness
and promoting governments’ efficiency, towards a clear use of public funds. ASOC is based on a combination of data
collection, analysis, on-site visits, communication, monitoring, involvement of other actors, public engagement.
• Using Open Data as a Material for Introductory Programming Assignments: open data can be used for the design
of learning activities in creative ways, such as for the creation of a city-wide car park monitoring application.
• Teaching Data Analysis in the Social Sciences: A case study with article level metrics: this case study showed how
the use of open data in the classroom can strengthen the feeling of belonging to a community, as well as the pride
for the realization of certain works you want to share. Moreover, the project allows to overcome students’ initial fears
of using data in their work.
• The Alan Walks Wales Dataset: Quantified self and open data: the project dealt with many different topics,
including quantified self, privacy, mobility, and was based on two main experiences. The former aimed to increase
awareness of the risks connected with public availability of personal information. The latter instead focused on data
analysis itself, including data cleaning, mining, visualisation. This case study also highlighted the challenges launched
by Raw Data, Documentation, Size of data, Linkage, Visualisation.
• Open Data for Sustainable Development: Knowledge society & knowledge economy: the case study aimed to
transmit the meaning that open data have for people as individuals, organisations or the whole society for social,
cultural, economic development. The analysis of data is then connected to the use of statistical and especially
comparative data from different sources.

3. Open data in project work or inquiry-based approaches to learning
There is little research to suggest why or how open data should be employed in teaching practices. Atenas et al.
(2015) suggest there is a lack of awareness about open data amongst educators, many of whom cannot distinguish
between open data, OER, and other online content.
According to Coughlan (2020), open data has potential value for use in learning activities. He interviewed early
adopter teachers from a diverse range of educational projects and teaching settings to explore their rationale for
using open data in teaching, how suitable activity designs could be achieved, and the practical challenges of using
open data.
In terms of pedagogy, case studies of teaching with open data suggest either project work or inquiry-based
approaches to learning could be best used (Shamash, Alperin, & Bordini, 2015); (Ciociola & Reggi, 2015); (Gray, 2014).
Coughlan (2020) suggests project-based learning can involve first-hand data collection, but it can also be based
around using existing sources of data and enquiry activities often need scaffolding if the students are to achieve their
goals. Project- based use of open data opens up possibilities for personalised learning, for example by supporting a
student to learn with data on a topic of interest to them and create authentic learning experiences.
Coughlan (2020) summarises and categorises the perspectives of educators using open data in order to understand
the potential and challenges for wider use, in relation to open data themes (Annex 3), teaching approach (Annex 4),
citizenship themes (Annex 5), communicating data (Annex 6), and making data usable (Annex 7).
Some of these categories can be a useful reference model for the design of the teachers’ training course or for the
toolkit.

4. Coughlan’s framework for inspiration for next Intellectual Outputs
Finally, Coughlan (2020) presents a conceptual framework to support greater use of open data in learning (Figure 4)
based on the themes raised in interviews with teachers. He suggests this could be used to guide thinking around the
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construction of learning activities using open data, or could inform wider initiatives to engage educators with open
data.

Figure 4. Conceptual Framework to support greater use of open data in learning (Coughlan, 2019)

Figure 4 shows the interconnections at the basis of open data use in education and development of digital literacy
for both students and educators, while having a direct impact on society and politics.
Once the rationale for the use of open data is fully recognized, this stimulates some necessary modifications in the
teaching model. This innovative form of pedagogy particularly values communication, cooperation, inquiry-based
learning and process-based assessments, offering different choices for personalisation. This new approach allows to
exploit the different motivations of students, while simplifying certain processes and strengthening connections.
However, open data often have to be adapted to the educational context, in order to make them usable. This both
requires and develops literacies.
The creation of new open data and the change they may foster in the real world contributes to the creation of active
citizens and the shape of an open democracy.

5. The Open Data Charter as a reference framework
The Open Data Charter is an international collaboration between governments and organizations working to open
up data based on a shared set of Principles. The goal is to embed open data as a central ingredient to achieve better
solutions to the most urgent policy challenges. More than 70 governments have agreed the Principles and 53
organizations endorsed them.
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Using open data in education is recognised in the sixth principle of the Open Data Charter, where governments use
openly available, well-managed data for inclusive development and innovation in response to their most pressing
policy challenges. The Open Data Charter states (point 5.d) that it is key to “Engage with schools and post-secondary
education institutions to support increased open data research and to incorporate data literacy into educational
curricula”.
Creating connections between D3 project and the Open Data Charter can enhance the value of our initiatives,
towards the possibility of having a concrete impact within the political field.
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13. Annexes
Annex 1: A catalogue of Open Data Tools

Open Data Tool
Name

Provider/
Organization

Type of Data

Content/ Aim

Target
group/beneficiari
es

Link

SPAIN
INTEF

Ministry of Education,
Spain

All type of digital
data

Directory about web links on data

primary and secondary
education

https://intef.es

Open data ESRI Spain

ESRI

Geodata

Open geodata

general

http://opendata.e sri.es

Data gallery ESRI Spain

ESRI

Geodata

Thematic good practices providing open
geodata

general

https://www.esri. es/descubrelos-gis/galeria-casos-de- exito/

Atlas Digital Escolar

ESRI

Geodata

Digital Atlas for school education

primary and secondary
education

www.atlasdigitale scolar.es

Datos

Spanish Government

All type of digital
data

25985 data sets from Spain and Spanish
public administrations

general

https://datos.gob.
es/es/aplicaciones
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INE

Spanish Statistical Institute

All type of digital
data

Census and other official data

general

www.ine.es

IDEE

Geographical National
Institute

SDI

10542 SDI data sets

general

https://www.idee. es/es

SIU

Housing Department

Geodata

Urban planning and housing maps

general

https://mapas.fom
ento.gob.es/VisorS IU/

Atlas áreas urbanas

Housing Department

Geodata

Urban planning and housing statistical data

general

http://atlasau.fom
ento.gob.es/#l=es

SIGNA

Geographical National
Institute

Geodata

National GIS

general

http://signa.ign.es /signa/

Iberpix

Geographical National
Institute

Geodata

Geodata viewer

general

https://www.ign.e
s/iberpix2/visor/

Atlas Nacional de España

Geographical National
Institute

Geodata

Official thematic Atlas for Spain

general

http://atlasnacion al.ign.es/

España a través de los
mapas

Geographical National
Institute

geodata

Geography lessons online

primary and secondary
education

https://www.ign.e s/espmap/

La población de España

Geographical National
Institute

geodata

Demographic atlas for schools

primary and secondary
education

https://www.ign.e s/pobesp/
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Geophotopedia

University of Seville

Geo located
pictures

17500 geo-located pictures about landscapes

primary and secondary
education

https://www.flick
r.com/groups/geo photopedia/

AEMET

Environment Department

geodata

all weather and climate data in Spain since
1980

primary and secondary
education

http://www.aeme
t.es/es/portada

University of Barcelone

all type of digital
data

directory about 200 web links on data

primary and secondary
education

http://www.ub.ed
u/geocrit/aracne/ aracne118.htm

Aracne

UK

School Network for the
"ArcGIS for Schools"
program and associated
LivingAtlas resource.

ArcGIS platform for
schools
Made free to all UK
schools since April 2017,
including access to the
ESRI Living Atlas

Geodata And
Imagery

Students are able to learn how to operate GIS
software, enhance spatial thinking and
develop spatial problem-solving skills. The
site provided access to educational material
on ArcGIS Online which is developed by a
dedicated team of people at ESRI UK

https://school s.esriuk.com/
Primary and Secondary
Education - pupils and
teachers Free of charge.

Also https://school s.esriuk.com/t
eachingresources/#/s =data
shows over 70 resources
produced by the ERSI Education
team which explore the use of
DATA.

Foster Open Science
teaching materials

Foster Open Science

Teaching ideas

Science- using Open Data with students

Secondary Science

https://www.fosteropenscience.e
u/learnin g/use-opendatainteaching/#/id/5b06ca3ba8216e
322da360b6

Open Access Data List

Produced by a range of
contributors, and hosted
by Simmons College on a
Wiki page.

Data Links

A range of curriculum subjects including
Biology

Students of all ages

http://oad.sim mons.edu/oad
wiki/Data_repositories
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Time For Geography

Produced by a range of
contributors: geographers,
film-makers and
educators, with
experience from across
the spectrum of
geography.

Videos

Inspiring, open-access geography educational
videos

general

https://timeforgeography.co.uk/

film & photo

The Archive for Education is a platform of the
Flemish Institute for Archiving (VIAA). VIAA
strives, among other things, to bring relevant
audiovisual archive material to every class.
For example, the digital world in which young
people are staying does not remain at the
school gate.

primary and secondary
education

https://onderwijs.hetarchief.be

all type of digital
data

This platform contains more than 50,000
educational resources online. This are course
materials such as downloadable documents,
apps, videos, interactive exercises ... but also:
refresher courses, excursions, research,
material that can be borrowed ... Through
KlasCement, education professionals and
organizations inspire and support each other
by sharing their teaching materials, practical
experience and questions with each other.
This creates an active professional network.

teachers/educators from
kindergarten till upper
secondary and adult
education

https://www.klascement.net

FLANDERS (Belgium)

Het Archief

Klascement

Flemish Radio & Television
Broadcast (VRT)

Ministry of Education
Flanders
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Mooov

consortium of different
partners from
government, media as
well as private companies

film

MOOOV is the initiator of all kinds of periodic
and permanent activities related to the
programming and showing of quality films
from the five continents.

primary and secondary
education

https://www.mooov.be/Home/

Geopunt

Flemish Government

geodata

A GIS viewer platform where the most
common geodata are visualised.

primary and secondary
education

http://www.geopunt.be

Geopunt catalogus

Flemish Government

geodata

the underlying database with all open
geodata of Flanders

secondary and postsecondary education

http://www.geopunt.be/catalogu
s

Regionale beeldbanken

Local governments &
organisations

photos and
images

This platform links to all existing regional
image banks with pictures, graphs ...

secondary and postsecondary education

https://www.heemkundevlaanderen.be/regionalebeeldbanken/

aerial images,
maps, engravings

The Cartesius Portal offers a selection of the
best, most beautiful and interesting
cartographic documents of four institutions
(the National Geographic Institute, the Royal
Library, the National Archives and the Royal
Museum of Central Africa), together around
200,000 maps and 300,000 aerial images of
Belgium and Central Africa.

secondary and postsecondary education

http://cartesius.be/CartesiusPort
al/

Cartesius

National Geographic
Institute, Royal Library,
National Archives & Royal
Museum of Middle Africa
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HisGISkust

Vlaams instituut van de
Zee

aerial images,
maps, engravings

HisGISKust started in 2016 and digitally
discloses historical maps (16th to 20th
centuries) with specific information about the
coastal zone, the Belgian part of the North
Sea and the mouth of the Scheldt (incl.
Border areas).

Movies that matter

Movies That Matter

movies

Use film to stir the debate on human rights,
sustainability and the fight against injustice.

secondary and postsecondary education

https://www.moviesthatmatter.n
l

SchoolTV

NTR

movies

movies for all educational levels on all
subjects

primary and secondary
education

https://schooltv.nl

primary and secondary
education

http://www.edugis.nl

secondary and postsecondary education

http://www.vliz.be/hisgiskust/nl

EduGIS

EduGIS

geodata

EduGIS is the Dutch platform for geoinformation technology in education. EduGIS
has its own map module (EduGIS Map) with
more than 500 map layers for the
Netherlands, Europe and the World

Open Data in Vlaanderen

Flemish Region

data

central location for open data from
governments in Flanders.

General

https://opendata.vlaanderen.be

Géoportail de la
Wallonie

Wallonie

geodata

a GIS viewer platform where the most
common geodata of Wallonia are visualised.

primary and secondary
education

https://geoportail.wallonie.be/ho
me.html

Open Data WallonieBruxelles

Wallonie

data and
visualisations

central location for open data from
governments in Wallonie and Brussels.

General

https://www.odwb.be/pages/ho
me/

Geoportal of the
Brussels Capital Region

Brussels Capital Region

geodata

This geoportal assembles the official
geographic information on the Brussels
Capital Region

primary and secondary
education

http://geobru.irisnet.be/en/
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Open Data Portal City of
Brussels

Brussel

data

Data on culture, tourism, mobility, municipal
facilities,... of Brussels

General

https://opendata.brussels.be/pag
e/home/

Geoportal of the federal
state of Belgium

Federal Government

geodata

Gateway to the geographic information of the
Belgian federal government bodies

General

https://www.geo.be/#!/home?l=
en

Open Datastore Brussels

Brussels Capital Region

geodata and data

gateway to the data sets of the Brussels
public services and their partners

General

http://opendatastore.brussels/en
/

Open Data Brugge

Brugge

data and geodata

all kind of thematic data sets of the city of
Bruges

General

https://www.brugge.be/opendat
a

Open Data Gent

Gent

data and geodata

all kind of thematic data sets of the city of
Ghent

General

https://data.stad.gent

Open Data Antwerpen

Antwerpen

geodata and
visualisations

all kind of thematic data sets of the city of
Antwerp

General

https://portaalstadantwerpen.opendata.arcgis.c
om

Open Data Liège

Liège

geodata and
visualisations

all kind of thematic data sets of the city of
Liège

General

https://opendata.liege.be/pages/
accueil/

Koninklijke bibliotheek

KBR

data, books,
maniscripts

publications from or about the Netherlands.

General

https://www.kb.nl/en/resourcesresearch-guides/kb-collections

Belgica, digital library of
KBR

KBR

data, books,
manuscripts,
maps

all Belgian data digitalised

General

https://belgica.kbr.be/belgica/de
fault.aspx?_lg=nl-BE

Agentschap Onroerend
Erfgoed

Flemish Region

data and
visualisations

Database of all immovable heritage. You can
search via an inventory or via the geo-portal

General

https://www.onroerenderfgoed.
be

Erfgoed Brugge

Brugge

all type of digital
data

The heritage portal of the City of Bruges with
almost 565 000 Bruges heritage pieces online

General

https://erfgoedbrugge.be
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Collections with photos, postcards, utensils
and decorative objects, videos, audio
recordings, posters, prayer cards, ... with an
age of at least 20 years

General

http://erfgoedcelbrussel.be

Erfgoedbank Brussel

Brussels Capital Region

film, photo,
posters, prayer
cards ...

Agence wallonne du
Patrimoine

Wallonie

data and
visualisations

Database of all immovable heritage. You can
search via an inventory or via the geo-portal

General

https://agencewallonnedupatrim
oine.be

Intangible heritage
Flanders

Flemish Region

data and
visualisations

Database of all intangible heritage. You can
search via an inventory or via the geo-portal

General

http://www.kunstenenerfgoed.b
e/nl/inventaris-vlaanderen

Patrimoine culturel
immatériel

Brussel & Wallonie

data and
visualisations

Database of all intangible heritage. You can
search via an inventory or via the geo-portal

General

http://www.patrimoinevivantwall
oniebruxelles.be

ITALY
Dataset of the
location of drinking
fountains of the
municipality of
Palermo
Dataset of the
pictograms of the
municipality of Palermo

Municipality of Palermo

Municipality of Palermo

Available in CSV,
XML and JSON
formats

This dataset contains the address and the
geographical coordinates (latitude and
longitude) of the public drinking water
fountains in the city.

Public users

https://opendata.comune.palerm
o.it/opendatadataset.php?dataset=1249

Available in CSV,
XML and JSON
formats

This dataset can be considered an extension
of the dataset relative to the places of
interest from the tourism office of the city.

Public users, tourists

https://opendata.comune.palerm
o.it/opendatadataset.php?dataset=901
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Sports Open Data

“Scuola In Chiaro”
School in Clear

Paolo Riva, Riccardo
Quatra and Fabio Sgroi

MIUR, Ministry of
Education,University
and Research

JSON format

Open website,
similar to XML
format

Dataset platform for analyzing and
distributing sports data, starting with soccer
game (series A and B, Italian and non-Italian
Premier League, for a total amount of 7 GB of
distributed data and more than 2000 visits to
the website) but with the idea of extending it
to other sports.
This dataset platform that offers the
prospectus of information relating to all
Italian schools, of every order and grade.
Starting from a search page and using three
distinct criteria, it is possible to locate
schools, view the contents of the individual
information sheets and make a comparison
based on some parameters. n addition to
the public portal, “Scuola in Chiaro” also
consists of a private part intended for users
authorized to access it (teachers, school
administrators and staff).
The main purpose of the SIDI application is
to allow data upgrading direct from the
source.

Public users, people
interested in sport

http://sportsopendata.net/

Public users, families,
pupils but also teachers
and school
administrators.

https://cercalatuascuola.istruzion
e.it/cercalatuascuola/

The scientific community
and the society gain
online free access to the
research results through

http://pandektis.ekt.gr/pandektis
/

GREECE
PANDEKTIS: A Digital
Thesaurus of Primary
Sources for Greek
History and Culture

National Hellenic
Research
Foundation

Culture/
History

PANDEKTIS aims to provide free access to
eleven integrated and scientifically
elaborated collections produced by the
three humanistic Institutes of the National
Hellenic Foundation for Research - Institute
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of Greek and Roman Antiquity, Institute of
Byzantine Research, Institute of Neohellenic
Research.
Digital School II:
Expanding and Deploying
the Digital Learning
Platform, Interactive
Books and the Learning
Objects Repository

Ministry of
Education and
Religious Affairs

Interactive school books

Ministry of
Education and
Religious Affairs

Photodentro

Ministry of
Education and
Religious Affairs

e-me Digital Educational
Platform

Ministry of
Education and
Religious Affairs

Open Courses

Greek Academic
Network

the PANDEKTIS online
digital collections.

All type of
data

Digital Learning Platform providing
interactive e-books and a repository of
learning objects, as well as open educational
resources for school and pre-school
education and for formal and non-formal
education

Primary and secondary
education

https://dschool.edu.gr/dschool2project/

All type of
data

Aims at providing teachers and students
with digital school books

Primary and secondary
education- teachers and
pupils

http://ebooks.edu.gr/new/

Photodentro provides access in the digital
school education material, compiling and
integrating content from external sources.
Photodentro promotes the use of open
educational resources in school education.
Moreover, “Photodentro for Culture”
consists the thematic accumulator of
cultural education resources for Primary and
Secondary Education.

Primary and Secondary
Education- open to
teachers, pupils, parents
and any interested party

http://photodentro.edu.gr/aggre
gator/?lang=en

The e-me Digital Educational Platform for
pupils and teachers, implements a safe
integrated digital environment for learning,
collaboration, communication and
networking of all members of the school
community.

Primary and Secondary
Education- pupils and
teachers

https://auth.eme.edu.gr/?eme=https://eme.edu.gr/&cause=notoken&eat=ecde70514efc01db15
1028886a74b631

Courses taught at Greek universities and
technological institutes have been adapted
to the digital environment, and they are

Tertiary EducationStudents and graduates,

http://www.opencourses.gr/

All type of data/
Culture

All
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freely accessible and freely available over
the Internet for everyone. The platform has
been developed and is provided to enhance
the communication and cooperation
between open content creators, intended
both to support them in seeking sources of
Open Educational Resources and to facilitate
the exchange of information, ideas and
expertise amongst them.

Kallipos- Hellenic
Academic ebooks

GEODATA.gov.gr

Ministry of Education /
Hellenic Academic Libraries
Link/ National Technical
University of Athens/
N.T.U.A.
National Research
Network/E.D.E.T. SA

Information Systems
Institute / Athena
Research Center

Utilities,
Communication/
Transportation/
Structure/Society
/ Planning
Cadastre/
Oceans/
Location/
Intelligence
Military/ Inland
Waters/ Imagery
Base Maps /Earth

pupils, researchers,
professionals, lifelong
learners

Kallipos introduces electronic interactive,
multimedia textbooks in Higher Education

Teachers and University
Lecturers, Professors
and Visiting Professors,
Emeritus and Retired
Professors, Special Class
Lecturers, Special
Scientists (with doctoral
degrees), Researchers
and Professors from
foreign institutions

https://www.kallipos.gr/el/

Geoadata.gov.gr is providing open geospatial
data and services for Greece, serving as a
national open data catalogue, an INSPIREconformant Spatial Data Infrastructure, as
well as a powerful foundation for enabling
value added services from open data.

Open to any interested
party

http://geodata.gov.gr/en/
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Cover/ Health/
Geoscientific
Information/
Climatology
Meteorology/
Atmosphere/
Environment/
Elevation/
Economy/
Farming/
Boundaries/Biota

ArcGIS platform for
schools

School Network for
the "ArcGIS for
Schools" program.

Geodata

Through the platform students are able to
learn how to operate GIS software, enhance
spatial thinking and develop spatial
problem-solving skills. The site provided
access to educational material on ArcGIS
Online.

Primary and Secondary
Education- pupils and
teachers

Information Systems Institute /
Athena Research Center

Open to any interested
party

https://www.govdata.de/

Open to any interested
party

https://daten.berlin.de/

GERMANY*

GovData

Government of the
Federal republic of
Germany and federal
countries

Open government
data

GovData is the main data portal for
Germany, offering uniform and central
access to administrative data from the
federal, state, and local authorities. The aim
is to facilitate access to those data and make
it easier to use them.

Berlin Open Data

Federal country /
City of Berlin

Open government
data

This is the main data portal for Berlin. It
offers central access to administrative data
from the city/state level. Like in the case of
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GovData, the aim is to facilitate access to
those data and make their usage easier.

Germany in Data
(Deutschland in Daten)

German statistical portal

Statista Germany

Bundeszentrale für
Politische Bildung
(Federal Agency for Civic
Education, bpb)

Statistical offices of
Germany and
Federal Countries

Statista GmbH

Data about
Germany, related
to history and
current sociopolitical situation

This portal aims at providing a compact, upto-date statistic from Germany that provides
reference data for the 19th and 20th
centuries and puts them into thematic
contexts. So far there are 120 tables with a
total of 1,073 time series on 22 different
topics, focusing on years 1834 to 2012.

Open to any interested
party

http://www.bpb.de/nachschlage
n/zahlen-undfakten/deutschland-in-daten/

Official statistical
data

This joint portal of Statistical offices of
Germany and Federal Countries offers
insights into data on demographics,
education, culture, public finances,
elections, industry, prices, energy, water,
etc.

Open to any interested
party

https://www.statistikportal.de/d
e

Business data

Statista provides current data in the fields of
finances, insurance, real estate, trade,
internet, media and marketing, pharmacy
and health, traffic and logistics,
consumption, economics, and politics.

Basic account is open to
any interested party

https://de.statista.com/

Open to any interested
party

https://www.bundesfinanzminist
erium.de/Datenportal/start.html

Open to any interested
party

https://www.bundesbank.de/en/
statistics

Open finance data

Federal Ministry of
Finance

Financial data

The data portal of the Federal Ministry of
Finance offers the public the open data sets
in machine-readable file formats as well as
other freely usable and downloadable
products on various financial policy topics,
such as public finances, taxes, exchange
rates, GDP, etc.

Bundesbank Statistics

Bundesbank

Financial data

The Bundesbank’s Statistics section provides
a comprehensive overview of current and
historical data at both the national and
international levels. The datasets and
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visualisations concern topics such as
exchange rates, macroeconomic data,
capital markets, public finances, etc.
Media Competences
Database
(MedienkompetenzDatenbank)

Geoportal / Land Berlin

Bundeszentrale für
Politische Bildung
(Federal Agency for
Civic Education, bpb)

Federal country /
City of Berlin

Geoportal.de

Federal Agency for
Cartography & Geodesy

FIS-Broker Berlin

Berliner
Senatsverwaltung für
Stadtentwicklung und
Wohnen (Senate
Administration for Urban
Development and
Housing)

Database of
projects focused
on media and
information
literacy (including
data literacy)

The media and information literacy (MIL)
database provides an overview of the
variety of projects and supporting MIL
among promote media literacy for children,
young people, and adults. It is a systematic
collection of non-commercial projects
promoting MIL as a core competence.

Open to any interested
party

http://www.bpb.de/lernen/digita
lebildung/medienpaedagogik/2062
63/medienkompetenz-datenbank

Geodata

Berlin’s geoportal offers central access to
maps and other spatial data, services and
applications, and provides information
about projects and relevant developments
in the field of geographic information. It also
includes registry of properties, parcels, and
buildings.

Open to any interested
party

https://www.stadtentwicklung.b
erlin.de/geoinformation/

Geodata

This portal offers access to maps and various
geographical data from whole Germany. It
provides insights not only into landscape
and urban areas, but also climate, transport,
demographics, or tourism.

Open to any interested
party

http://geoportal.de/

Various geodata

The FIS broker provides online access to
maps and other geodata from the Senate
Department for Urban Development and
Housing. The offer currently includes over
400 topics and is constantly being expanded.

Open to any interested
party

https://fbinter.stadtberlin.de/fb/index.jsp
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Gesundheits- und
Sozialinformationssyste
m (Health and Social
information System GSI)

Berliner
Senatsverwaltung für
Gesundheit, Pflege und
Gleichstellung (Senate
Administration for Health,
Care, and Equality,
SenGPG), Department I A

Health and social
statistics and
reports

The GSI provides the public with extensive
and detailed information in the field of
health and social statistics in Berlin. Data
can be downloaded, saved, and further
processed.

Open to any interested
party

http://gsi-berlin.info/

Environment, hydrology,
and geology Berlin

Berliner
Senatsverwaltung für
Umwelt, Verkehr und
Klimaschutz (Senate
Administration for
Environment, Traffic, and
Climate Protection)

Data related to
the environment,
hydrology, and
geology

This portal presents data in the fields of
environmental protection, hydrology, and
geology. Some data are not only presented
in 2D, but also interactive 3D graphics.

Open to any interested
party

https://www.berlin.de/senuvk/u
mwelt/

Berlin authorities for
protection of the
environment and nature
and Senate Administration
for Environment, Traffic,
and Climate Protection

Data related to
the environment

This portal created in cooperation of several
public authorities from Berlin includes
complex information and data related to the
environment in Berlin – waste, geology,
climate and energy, noise, landscape, light,
air, nature protection, and water.

Open to any interested
party

https://www.berlin.de/umwelt/

WFS services of Senate
Administration for Urban
Development and
Environment

Senate Administration for
Urban Development and
Environment

Various data WFS

List of WFS services provided by the Senate
Administration for Urban Development and
Environment (until 2016).

Open to any interested
party

https://fbinter.stadtberlin.de/fb/berlin/service.jsp?ty
pe=WFS

WMS services of Senate
Administration for Urban
Development and
Environment

Senate Administration for
Urban Development and
Environment

Various data WMS

List of WMS services provided by the Senate
Administration for Urban Development and
Environment (until 2016).

Open to any interested
party

https://fbinter.stadtberlin.de/fb/berlin/service.jsp?ty
pe=WMS&showCapUrl=true

Environmental Portal
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Lebensweltlich
orientierte Räume
(Living space-oriented
areas; LOR) in Berlin

Senate Administration for
Urban Development and
Housing

Data on demographics
and social development
in the city

Senate Administration for
Urban Development and
Housing

ArcGIS platform for
schools

YouthMetre

eSPOONe

Digital education: Tools
for data encryption

Esri Germany School
program

EUROGEO

OSZ Handel I Berlin

Bundeszentrale für
Politische Bildung (Federal

Geodata

The LOR were defined as a new spatial basis
for planning, forecasting and monitoring of
the demographic and social developments in
Berlin in 2006. The LOR portal includes data
and maps.

Open to any interested
party

http://www.stadtentwicklung.ber
lin.de/planen/basisdaten_stadten
twicklung/lor/

Demographics
and social
development,
shapefiles

The Senate Administration for Urban
Development and Housing provides also
data on demographical and social
development of the city (history, current
state, and prognoses).

Open to any interested
party

http://www.stadtentwicklung.ber
lin.de/planen/basisdaten_stadten
twicklung/index.shtml

Geodata

ArcGIS school account offers teachers and
students access to password protected area
to import, edit, visualise, and share data.

Primary and Secondary
Education, 5th – 8th
grade, general and
vocational education pupils and teachers

https://www.esri.de/landingpage
s/schulprogramm

Youth related
data

This international tool is used by Children
and Youth Parliament CharlottenburgWilmersdorf in Berlin. It provides simple
insights into data that are relevant to youth,
such as youth development index, education
and training, or youth participation.

Secondary Education pupils and teachers,
active citizens

http://youthmetre.eu/youthmetr
e/

Youth related
data

This tool used by Children and Youth
Parliament Charlottenburg-Wilmersdorf
provides its users secure space for data
sharing and visualisations. They can also use
it as communication platform.

Secondary Education pupils and teachers,
active citizens

https://espoone.eu/index.php/lo
gin

Database of tools
for data
encryption

This tool helps young people to keep their
data safe. Flyers and continuously updated
online overview contains list of data
encryption tools that can be used for various

Young people, teachers,
and parents

http://www.bpb.de/lernen/digita
lebildung/medienpaedagogik/bigda
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Agency for Civic
Education, bpb)

channels and purposes: smartphone, email,
browser, hard drive, and cloud-Storage.

ta/239783/tools-zurverschluesselung

Corruption Perception
Index

Transparency
International - Germany

Data on
perception of
corruption

The CPI measures how the corruption is
perceived in politics, administration and
business. It summarizes 13 individual
indexes from 12 independent institutions.
The data are based on expert interviews,
surveys, and other studies. In 2018, 180
countries were evaluated.

Open to any interested
party

https://www.transparency.de/cpi
/

Agora Energiewende

Stiftung Mercator and the
European Climate
Foundation

Energy and
climate

The website provides overview of data tools
for calculations of energetic efficiency, cost
scenarios, CO2-taxes/costs, or impact on the
industry on climate.

Open to any interested
party

https://www.agoraenergiewende.de/daten-tools/

The aim of the Code for Germany program is
to promote developments in the areas of
transparency, open data, and civic tech in
Germany.

OK Lab Berlin

Code for Germany, which
is a program of the Open
Knowledge Foundation
Germany in partnership
with Code For America

OK Lab Berlin provides various data tools
focused on:
Various data

-

Direct train connections
Open legal data
Teachers in Berlin
Schools in Berlin
Trees in public spaces
Elections
Drinking water
Integration of refugees
Public transportation and many more.

https://www.codefor.de/berlin/
Young people, but in
general it’s open to any
interested party

Each provided data tool has its
own website.
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Data management

JedeSchule.de

Digital portal of VÖBB

OpenStreetMap Germany

Humboldt University
Berlin

Open Knowledge
Foundation
Germany

Verbund der Öffentlichen
Bibliotheken Berlins
(Association of Public
Libraries Berlin)

OpenStreetMap,
FOSSGIS e.V.,

Database of tools
for data usage
and analysis

School data

Database of ebooks,
newspapers, and
other digital or
digitalized
resources

Geodata

Humboldt University Berlin offers

Students and
researchers, many tools
can be used by pupils
and teachers as well

https://www.cms.huberlin.de/de/dl/dataman/arbeite
n

JedeSchule.de is an information and research
platform providing its target groups easier
access to school information. It gives an
overview of around 30,000 general
education schools in Germany. It also
provides access to extensive data on
extracurricular activities, funding
opportunities and partnerships for around
3,000 schools in Berlin and Saxony.

Pupils, parents, teachers,
politicians, CSO’s

https://jedeschule.de/

Students, pupils,
teachers, open to any
interested party

https://www.voebb.de/aDISWeb
/app;jsessionid=218E99675BB5FA
35FF00C337CC502E2D?service=di
rect/1/POOLVX00pvaruba_4B031500_383B2A80/$In
ternalLink$6.directlink&sp=S%24
%24GFBO_48&sp=SW2&request
Count=0

Open to any interested
party

https://www.openstreetmap.de/

Owners of the membership ID card have
access to large depository of digital media:
books, movies, statistics, or newspapers. It
includes several tools, such as:
-

OverDrive (E-books)
Pressreader (newspapers, magazines)
TigerBooks (E-books and interactive
books for kids)
OpenStreetMap.org is an international
project founded in 2004 with the aim of
creating a free world map. To do this, its team
collect data on roads, railways, rivers, forests,
houses and much more worldwide. As a
community based project, it also allows users
to contribute to creation of maps and
datasets.
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Berlin OpenStreetMap
data

Geofabrik GmbH and
OpenStreetMap
Contributors

OpenStreetMap
data, shapefiles

Visitors of this website can download
continuously updated OpenStreetMap data in
various formats, for example .bpf (suitable for
Osmium, Osmosis, imposm, osm2pgsql,
mkgmap, and others), .zip (yields a number of
ESRI compatible shape files when unzipped),
or bz2 (yields OSM XML when decompressed;
use for programs that cannot process the .pbf
format). It also includes raw directory index
allowing visitors to see and download older
files.

Open to any interested
party

http://download.geofabrik.de/eu
rope/germany/berlin.html

Open to any interested
party

http://www.adv-online.de/AdVProdukte/

Files provided on this server do not contain
the user names, user IDs and change-set IDs
of the OSM objects, because these fields are
assumed to contain personal information.
Extracts with full metadata are available to
OpenStreetMap contributors only.

AdV-Produkte

Datapine

Working Committee of the
Surveying Authorities of
the Laender of the Federal
Republic of Germany
(AdV)

Datapine

Geodata

Company data,
finances

Website of the AdV offers various data
related to cadastre, geotopography, geodesy,
3D models, as well as metadata. Some maps
offer direct comparison of how cities looked
many and just years ago (e.g. 1955 and 2010).

The goal of Datapine is to make it as convenient
as possible for users to combine and
understand all their data. The tool enables
Entrepreneurs, open to
users to combine multiple databases, data
any interested party
saved in external applications, or an indefinite
number of spreadsheets, and gives them
simple insights through visualisations

https://www.datapine.com/
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HistoMapBerlin

Zotero group and library

Landesarchiv Berlin

Corporation for Digital
Scholarship

Historical maps of
Berlin

This portal provides insights into depository
of historical maps of Berlin. The users can
see how the city developed throughout the
years.

Open to any interested
party

http://histomapberlin.de/histom
ap/de/index.html /
http://landesarchivberlin.de/kartenabteilung

Various open data

Zotero is a free, easy-to-use tool helping
people to collect, organize, cite, and share
research. One group is dedicated to
continuously updated library of documents
and other materials related to Open Access
and Open Science in Berlin, and it is
administrated by Berliner Open-AccessBüro (OABB). After registration everyone
can also add data/documents.

Open to any interested
party

https://www.zotero.org/groups/
2316312/oabb

This makes it easier to find the perfect
location. Users can choose between a 2D
map view, an image-based 3D surface
model, high-resolution slant aerial images,
and an untextured planning view.

Berlin Economic Atlas /
3D - Downloadportal

Business Location Centre
Berlin

Business, 2D and
3D models

3D: The Business Location Centre Berlin has
been successfully using 3D city models for
the virtual representation of Berlin as a
business location since 2009. Until 2018, an
object-oriented LoD2 model of Berlin was
used for the 3D presentation, since 2019
they use a 3D mesh model, which was
automatically derived from results of an
aerial survey. As part of the Open Data
Initiative of the State of Berlin, the Senate
Administration for Economic Affairs, Energy,

https://www.businesslocationc
enter.de/downloadportal/
Open to any interested
party
https://www.businesslocationcen
ter.de/en/economic-atlas/
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and Operations is making both 3D models
available for free download.
Public transport
data/datasets

Visitors of a special website of the Deutsche
Bahn (German railway company) can find
useful data and datasets on traffic, stations,
Wi-Fi, construction sites, etc.

Travellers, open to any
interested party

https://data.deutschebahn.com/
dataset?groups=datasets

Public transport
data

This portal includes all important and useful
data about public transport in Berlin – maps,
real-time traffic info, etc. Many documents
and maps can be downloaded as well.

Travellers, open to any
interested party

https://www.bvg.de/de

Geo Daten Information

Humboldt University of
Berlin

Various data,
especially
geodata

This portal provides links to open data
resources not only from Berlin and Germany,
but many countries around the world. Users
can find links to websites, WFS (Web Feature
Services), WMS (Web Map Services),
Shapefiles, and Raster data.

Open to any interested
party

http://gdi.geo.hu-berlin.de/

Deutscher
Bildungsserver – tool
Elixier

DIPF: Leibniz-Institut für
Bildungsforschung und
Bildungsinformation

Various data,
education

The Elixier search tool enables quick search
through German Eduportal. Besides OER
users can also find open data, e.g. school
statistics.

Open to any interested
party

https://www.bildungsserver.de/e
lixier/

Satellite data

Website of the Copernicus programme
contains Sentinel satellite database
(Copernicus Open Access Hub), library of
various info-materials, information on
relevant events and links to external learning
resources (for example from ESA).

Open to any interested
party

https://www.dcopernicus.de/programm/erdbeo
bachtungsprogramme/

Films and videos

In this database, there are about 6.000 films
and videos from both the Arsenal collection
as well as the distribution. They have been
collected since the founding of the
institution in 1963 through program of the

Open to any interested
party

http://films.arsenal-berlin.de/

DB Datensätze

BVG Portal – public
transport in Berlin

Deutshce Bahn

Berliner Verkehrsbetriebe
(BVG)

Copernicus data and info
library

Deutsches Zentrum für
Luft- und Raumfahrt e. V.
(DLR)

Film and Video Database

Arsenal – Institut für Film
und Videokunst (Arsenal
– Institute for Film and
Video Arts)
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Berlinale Forum and work of the Arsenal
Cinema.
Munzinger Archiv

Munzinger Archiv GmbH

Media

This weekly updated database provides
digital access to biographies, books, or
newspapers. It also includes links to external
resources.

bpb Mediathek

Bundeszentrale für
Politische Bildung (Federal
Agency for Civic Education,
bpb)

Media

This library contains various educational and
awareness raising media: articles, movies,
podcasts, and infographics.

Open to any interested
party

http://www.bpb.de/mediathek/

Media

Media-portals of the ARD (Working group of
public broadcasters of the Federal Republic
of Germany) provide open access to TV and
radio content, so that it’s available for
everyone at any time.

Open to any interested
party

https://www.ardmediathek.de/ar
d/ /
https://www.ardaudiothek.de/

Media

Video-portal of the ZDF (Second German
Television) provides open access to TV
content, so that it’s available for everyone at
any time.

Open to any interested
party

https://www.zdf.de/

ARD Mediathek and
Audiothek

ARD Public-service
Broadcasting Corporation

ZDF Mediathek

ZDF Public-service
Broadcasting Corp

Open to any interested
party

https://www.munzinger.de/searc
h/start.jsp

GERMANY*
Side note I:
Following organisations provide more data tools through their projects/initiatives:
- Digital portal of VÖBB
- OK Lab Berlin
- Open Knowledge Foundation Germany (https://okfn.de/projekte/), in the field of open data they have for example OffeneGesetze (registry of German law), OffeneRegister (trade
registry), Offener Haushalt (public budget) projects/tools.
Side note II:
Newspapers in Berlin also often provide insights into various topics through interactive data visualisation and datasets. Following topics can serve as examples:
- Fall of the Berlin Wall, Berliner Zeitung: https://archiv.berliner-zeitung.de/berlin/mauerfall-in-berlin-und-friedliche-revolution
- Election results, Berliner Morgenpost: http://berlinwahlkarte2016.morgenpost.de/
- Public transport, Berliner Morgenpost: https://interaktiv.morgenpost.de/berlin-an-deiner-linie/
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Side note III:
Not only main public service broadcasters, but also other public service and private broadcasters have their online media library. Following ones can serve as examples:
- Deutsche Welle: https://www.dw.com/de/media-center/s-100813
- Deutschlandradio / Deutschlandfunk: https://www.deutschlandfunk.de/dlf-audiothek.3363.de.html and https://srv.deutschlandradio.de/themes/dradio/script/aod/index.html
- RTL radio: https://www.rtlradio.de/Mediathek/
- RTL: https://www.tvnow.de/rtl
- Sat1: https://www.sat1.de/tv
- Pro7: https://www.prosieben.de/video
- Alex Berlin: https://www.alex-berlin.de/mediathek/tv.html and https://www.alex-berlin.de/mediathek/radio.html
Side note IV:
Some data portals of Berlin’s Senate Administration departments are linked to the main data portal of the city. Only websites including additional data or features are included in this overview.

Other Open Data Tools commonly used:
YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/

CIA World Factbook

https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/

Gapminder

https://www.gapminder.org/about-gapminder/

WHO

https://www.who.int/gho/database/en/

UNICEF

https://data.unicef.org/

US census Bureau

https://www.census.gov/data.html

ThisisLanguage

https://www.thisislanguage.com/

Naxos Music Library

https://www.naxosmusiclibrary.com/home.asp?rurl=%2Fhomepage%2Easp

Quizlet

https://quizlet.com/en-gb

Flipgrid

https://info.flipgrid.com/

Mekong River Comission

https://portal.mrcmekong.org/home
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Annex 2. Examples of Training Courses, Qualifications and Curricula

Name of the
training course/
qualification

Provider/
Organization

Theoretical
Framework

Tools and
methods

Link

Learning outcomes and/or level
of certifications

Spain
Competencia
Digital
Educativa

INTEF

Digital Teacher Competence: in this area of
work, the Common Framework and the
Portfolio of Digital Teacher Competence are
developed and improved, a service for the
improvement of the digital competence of
teachers through continuous selfevaluation and the updateable and orderly
collection of Teaching, learning and training
experiences.

E-platform-Moodle/
Portfolio of digital
teacher
competences and
training experiences

https://intef.es/f
ormacion-ycolaboracion/co
mpetenciadigital-educativa/

Teaching
Geography in
secondary
education:
updating geoITC skills
The science of
where at
schools

Spanish
Association of
Geographers

After 12th edition, always in July, geography
teachers of secondary education are
welcome to know the last geo-ICT
innovations, as well as their pedagogical
implementation

Face-to-face course:
lectures, workshops
on digital geodata,
fieldwork

http://colegios.e
sri.es/

ESRI Spain

Teacher Training on-line course, included at
ESRI Academy

Webinars/ MOOC/
Open Educational
Resources

https://www.agegeografia.es/site/c
ursos-deprofesores/

The Passport of the Digital Teaching
Competition shows the level you have
reached, as well as an overview of the
evidence that supports it, according to
what you have included in your
evidence holder.
As you update your biography and your
evidence holder, your Digital
Competition Passport will also be
updated.
Case study/problem solving exercise
based on geo-information tools as
ArcGIS Online, Iberpix, etc.
Certification agreed by the Spanish
Association of Geographers and the
Ministry of Education.
Certification by ESRI.
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Flanders (Belgium)
Mediawijs

Kenniscentrum
Mediawijsheid

Mediawijs is the Flemish Knowledge
Centre for Digital and Media Literacy at
imec vzw on the initiative of the Flemish
Minister for Media.Its aim is to help the
citizens of the Flemish community in
Flanders and Brussels to use ICT and
media consciously, critically, actively and
creatively to participate in society.

Online
information

https://mediawi
js.be

Online and printable material for
different age groups to work on media
literacy, including digital media.

Digitale
geletterdheid

Netwerk
Mediawijsheid

On this website you will receive
information about the safe and smart use
of (digital) media.

Online
information

https://www.m
ediawijsheid.nl/
digitalegeletterdheid/

This Dutch website is an initiative of
the Media Literacy Network and is
intended for a wide audience of young
people, to seniors, to provide them
with information about media literacy,
organizations, companies and
institutions for more information.

ESRI
Webinars

ESRI Belux

Different aspects of GIS using the ESRI
products explained

Webinars/

Coderdojo
Belgium

Coderdojo
Foundation

https://www.co
mmunityesribelu
x.info
http://www.cod
erdojobelgium.b
e/nl

CoderDojo Belgium is a non-profit
movement that organizes free coding
workshops in Belgium for kids aged 7 to 18
years.

Activities/
Maps/

Almost every Dojo uses Scratch, an
intuitive programming language
developed by MIT that is accessible
free of charge. Especially for
beginners this is a great language to
start with.
Depending on the expertise of the
coaches in the local Dojo’s, there are
other tracks available as well. In
addition to Scratch, many offer
Arduino, Minecraft , mbots , Lego
Mindstorms or HTML / CSS as well. In
some places you can even find PHP,
Ruby, Unity or Raspberry Pi . The
philosophy of CoderDojo is to work as
much as possible with open source or
free software .
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Italy
OpenDataALint
eramente

Be@ctive

Hetor Days

FormezPA

OpenDataAL
with the
municipality of
Alessandria,
the
Union of Italian
Provinces and
the National
Youth Agency
DATABENC (High
Technology District
for Cultural
Heritage)

A simple and accessible language about
what the open data are, how to enhance
the public information heritage with them,
what is the national and international
reference framework, such as the effects in
economic and social terms, how open data
represent a new opportunity for
transparency of the Public Administration
and what are the technical, organizational
and regulatory elements that a public
administration must take into account.

4 modules in
autonomous learning
(multimedia lessons,
video lessons,
interviews),
assessment tests and
remote exercises
subjected to peer
review.
The average
commitment is 3
hours per week.

http://egov.form
ez.it/content/op
en-data-formezpa-corso-onlineaperto-tuttidipendentipubblici

The aim of the online course is to
transfer basic knowledge and skills
useful for increasing the dissemination
of the culture and practice of open data
in the Italian public administration.
Formez PA issues participants with a
certificate of attendance: the release of
the certificate is in any case subject to
the completion of the exercises and
tests with a final score of at least
70/100.

To promote open data policies in local
institutions, to illustrate the tools to extract
value it, to educate to the philosophy of
reuse, to collect and to disseminate good
practices internally to institutions and civil
society concerning participation and
transparency, to measure the culture of the
data.

Different teaching
approaches such as
reports, seminars and
focus group. The
course consisted of 7
meetings, on a
fortnightly basis.

https://alessan
driaopendata.w
ordpress.com/c
orso-su-opendata/

The aim of the course is to help
operators understand the meaning of
the open data, their potential, the
obligations for employees and public
administrations.

Two days of training and education at the
Computer Science Department of the
University of Salerno.

The course included
a first part of
theoretical notions,
followed by a series
of activities and
practical exercises on
data collection,
implementation and
publication.

http://www.data
benc.it/wp/hetor
_days/

The workshop aims to give participants
a clear and articulated definition of
what open data is and what are the
characteristics that a set of data must
have in order to be considered "open".
Furthermore, the concept of data
quality is analyzed in depth, in different
aspects and contextualised with respect
to the issue of creating added value for
the purpose of reuse.
DATABENC issued participants with a
certificate of participation that certifies
the level of preparation achieved.
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Techniques for
managing Open
Data

University of
Palermo

From the academic year 2016/2017 the
University of Palermo has expanded the
educational offer of the Degree Course in
Computer Science, including the teaching of
"Techniques for management of Open
Data”, among the extra chosen subject by
third year students.

It’s about 48 hours
of frontal lessons.

https://offweb.u
nipa.it/offweb/p
ublic/corso/detta
glioInsegnament
o.seam;jsessioni
d=B20AA4ECF4B
33E891BF8CF8F9
73CB583?oidCurr
iculum=15046&o
idInsegnamento=
104900&cid=302
94

The course proposes among its
objectives a specialized training for
students in order to satisfy the everincreasing demands of operators in the
sector, the use of specific tools in order
to broaden students' skills and promote
the culture of open data.

Pupils will have the opportunity to
understand the processes pertaining to
the collection and analysis of data and
the use thereof, while promoting
cooperation and team thinking in the
classroom.
When analyzing the results, the pupils
will be able to make decisions on: what
would be the most popular sport facility
in their municipality or whether a school
bus would facilitate pupils’ getting at
school, etc.
Promoting new learning methods
Promoting attractive and pleasure ways
of learning.
Triggering student activation. Promoting
creative action.

Greece
Census@School

Hellenic Statistical
Authority (ELSTAT)
Statistics

The purpose of the educational project is to
contribute to the statistical training of pupils,
as well as to promote statistical literacy with
the use of information and communication
technologies (ICT)

E-platform- Moodle/
questionnaires/
questions on
demographic and
personal
characteristics, as
well as questions
concerning, more
generally, school,
lessons, sports and
pupils’ habits

https://www.statis
tics.gr/en/censusat-school

Data School/ edu

e-du/
Demokrit (Private
firms)

Supports pupils in studying their lessons,
making use of digital information technology.
Design and development of educational
software for primary and secondary
education according to school curriculum

E-learning/ Text/
image/ sound/
interactive learning
environment/ econference
platform/ virtual
classroom

http://dataschool.gr/
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At the School of
Open Cohesion

Funded by the EU.
Participating
Member States and
regions: Bulgaria,
Croatia, Alentejo
(Portugal), Catalonia
(Spain),
Peloponnese,
Thessaly and Ionia
Nisia (Greece).

CodeWeek

Partner & Sponsors

Greektoys

Sponsors &
Crowd funding
Creators: Sofia
Pavlaki & Luis
Santos.

At the School of Open Cohesion (ASOC) is an
educational challenge and a Massive Online
Open Course designed for high-school
students. It promotes the engagement of
students in monitoring the effectiveness of
EU cohesion policy investments via the use of
public open data. The educational challenge
is coupled with a competition: participating
students will produce a communication
product to illustrate the results of their work
and compete with their peers nationally and
at European level.
EU Code Week is a grassroots initiative which
aims to bring coding and digital literacy to
everybody in a fun and engaging way.
Schools at any levels and teachers of all
subjects are especially invited to participate
in EU Code Week, to give the opportunity to
their students to explore digital creativity
and coding.

Webinars/ MOOC/
Open Educational
Resources

https://ec.europ
a.eu/regional_po
licy/en/policy/co
mmunication/inf
ormnetwork/asoc

Fostering the culture of active citizenship,
promoting accountability for public
institutions and raising awareness of
Cohesion Policy among young people

Activities/ Maps/
Scoreboard/ elearning/presentati
on/toolkits

https://codewee
k.eu/partners

Greektoys Children’s Revolution is an
educational project that aims to promote the
ancient Greek heritage through technology.
The project is focusing on creating the
“Greektoys” animated series, making
research related to ancient greek toys, and
creating the 3D-virtual museum of ancient
greek toys and 3D-model of Kasta Tomb of
Amphipolis. Workshops for children are very
important for our goal achievement.
Additional activities are presentations and
lectures in schools and universities.

Open movie
project

https://greektoys
.org/home-gr/

Coding without digital technology
(unplugged)
Computational thinking and problem
solving
Visual programming – introduction to
Scratch
Creating educational games with Scratch
Making, robotics and tinkering in the
classroom
Developing creative thinking through
mobile app development
Tinkering and Making
Coding for all subjects
promote the ancient Greek heritage
through technology
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Tech Talent
School

Socialinnov/
Microsoft/
Found.ation

Tech Talent School’s (TTS) goal is the creation
of employment opportunities for the Greek
youth by providing free ICT training
programs. TTS is focusing on ages between
15 – 25, enabling them to acquire digital skills
and enhance their employment prospects.
“Tech Talent School’s” curriculum is
developed in close cooperation with the
tech industry, building on the digital skills a
prospective employee should acquire.

e-learning platform

http://techtalent
school.gr/en/the
-courses/

TTS curriculum includes courses that
are competitive and focused on every
participant’s personal development,
giving them an overview of new trends
and technologies that are essential to
the new digital markets.
It’s curriculum revolves around entry
level/introductory tech related courses,
new technologies development and
social media, as well as programming
languages with more challenging
material.

For example:

Youngsters can use computers in the
centres to use online tools and courses
to gain or deepen competences in the
field of digital data literacy. The centres
are also offering various relevant events
and working groups, for example Media
literacy centre Pankow has working
group Gaming AG, whose members
produce simple computer games.

Germany
Medienkompet
enz-zentren
(media literacy
centres),
Kinder- und
Jugendfreizeite
inrichtungen
(youth
centres), or
Mädchenzentr
en (youth
centres only
for girls)
OER Materials
on digital
literacy

Various providers.
They are operated
with support of
and in cooperation
with District offices
(Youth welfare
offices) and Senate
Administration for
Education, Youth,
and Family.

Centres in each city district providing
youngsters with extracurricular activities and in
general space for socialising and learning
during their free time.

Information
providing, events,
games, space for
learning.

Legal framework provides 8th book of the
Social Act, for example §45.

Since not all the
schools in Berlin are
equipped with
enough computers,
youngsters have
often an
opportunity to use
them in these
centres.

Bundeszentrale für
Politische Bildung
(Federal Agency for
Civic Education,
bpb)

Online platform of the Federal Agency for
Civic Education contains website focused on
digital education.

Information, OER,
and links to external
resources on media
and open data.

https://www.mez
en-berlin.de/
http://www.deralte.de/
http://www.szen
enwechselberlin.de/site/

http://www.bpb.de
/lernen/digitalebildung/
https://www.bpb
.de/lernen/digita
lebildung/medienp

Visitors can get knowledge and skills in
fields of big data; how to find, process,
and evaluate data; online (data) security;
digitalisation; or social media (including
analysis of digital footprint).
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Deutscher
Bildungsserver

Bildungsserver
BerlinBrandenburg

DIPF: LeibnizInstitut für
Bildungsforschung
und
Bildungsinformatio
n

The German Education Server (Eduserver) is
the central Internet guide to the education
system in Germany. As a web portal that is
jointly funded by the federal government
(Bund) and the federal states (Länder), it offers
high-quality information services to education
professionals from various fields, pupils,
students, and the general public.

Section of learning
materials for
secondary schools
called “Informatics”
contains database of
links to OER, useful
information, and
tools that can be
used for education
in the field
informatics, data
protection, and work
with data.

Landesinstitut für
Schule und Medien
BerlinBrandenburg
(LISUM)

The Berlin-Brandenburg Education Server is a
service provided by the State Institute for
School and Media Berlin-Brandenburg
(LISUM) on behalf of the Ministry of
Education, Youth and Sport of the State of
Brandenburg and the Senate Administration
for Education, Youth and Family Berlin.

Section of learning
materials for
secondary schools
called “Informatics”
contains database of
links to OER, useful
information, and
tools that can be
used for education
in the field
informatics, coding,
databases, or data
structure. This
server is focused on
Berlin and
Brandenburg only.

Like federal server, this one also offers
high-quality information services to
education professionals from various
fields, pupils, students, and the general
public.

LOERn

ALP (Akademie für
Lehrerfortbildung
und

The aim of this project is to develop a
transnational practical concept for the
training of school multipliers on the subject

Two sections are
directly related to
work with data and

aedagogik/26776
0/offenedatenbankbildsprachepolitik
https://www.bildun
gsserver.de/Sekund
arbereichUnterrichtsmaterial
-702-de.html
https://www.bildu
ngsserver.de/elixi
er/

https://bildungss
erver.berlinbrandenburg.de/
index.php

https://oer.alp.di
llingen.de/

Users can get useful information and
improve their competences in following
open-data relevant fields: security and
data protection, data search, creation of
websites, coding, and creation of
databases.

Users can get useful information and
improve their competences in following
open-data relevant fields: security and
data protection, data search, coding,
cryptology, or creation of databases.

Users can get knowledge and skills in the
field of informatics (HTLM data and
metadata, SVG-data, animations) and
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Personalführung)
and FWU (Das
Medieninstitut der
Länder)

of OER. It constitutes database of OER
materials that can be used in both formal and
non-formal education. The project also aims
at raising awareness of the added value of
free educational materials, such as
customization of the materials for the school,
timeliness of the materials, creative access to
content, collaboration and content sharing.

Lernraum
Berlin

Berliner Senate
Administration for
Education, Youth,
and Family

Lernraum Berlin provides school
management, teachers, and learners with a
common platform where they can work
together and benefit from the advantages of
digital learning (share materials and get new
knowledge and competences).

MOM:
MedienforumOnline-Medien

Berliner Senate
Administration for
Education, Youth,
and Family

MOM is a database of audio-visual media
that can be downloaded and used in
education at selected schools in Berlin.

include relevant
materials: 1) Open
Educational
Resources, and 2)
NuT 6 Informatik
mal anders
(Informatics taught
differently). Sections
related to other
subjects may also
include materials
focused on usage of
data.
Course “A6 –
Legally secure
usage of media“ on
Moodle.

OER: more than
10.000 audio-visual
media videos, audios,
interactive
presentation, and
documents. In
addition to that,
there are more than
1.600 didactical
online media, e.g.
films that are divided
in modules, work
instructions, and
work sheets.

OER (how to find, create, and publish
OER).

https://www.ler
nraumberlin.de/start/d
e/projekte/a6rechtssicherenutzung-vonmedien/
https://www.ber
lin.de/sen/bildun
g/unterricht/me
dien/medienforu
m/artikel.400397
.php

Course A6 helps to develop basic
knowledge about the regulations of
copyright and data protection and thus
offers an important basis for the legally
correct and secure use of computers
and the internet, including copying of
online materials.
Learning materials support learning of
various subjects. Also teachers can get
new materials and guidelines they can
use in their courses.
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Big Data.
Guidebook for
Youth Work

jfc – Medien,
Kultur,
Perspektiven

Datenparty.de

Jugendserver Saar

Bürger
schaffen
Wissen:
The Citizen
Science
Plattform

Wissenschaft im
Dialog

E-learning
platform of the
Department of
Earth Sciences
at FU Berlin

Department of
Earth Sciences at
Freie Universität
Berlin

This OER is designed to enable youth
workers to carry out small exercises and
entire big data projects together with young
people. It discusses what individuals can do
to collect their data and what needs to be
done at the political level. The political
dimension of the topic and references to
political education connects all chapters of
the brochure.
The website provides information on all
aspects of online data protection and data
theft. It aims at educating people about who
is allowed to do in terms of using and
processing data.
Bürger schaffen Wissen is the central platform
for citizen science in Germany. Its main
purpose is to give an overview of citizen
science projects to illustrate the concept of
citizen science and so increasing its visibility
within the German public and discourse.
Additionally, information on how to start a
citizen science project is being provided, as
well as the possibility of getting in touch with
different actors working with and about citizen
science.
The e-learning portal of the Department of
Earth Sciences offers access to the various
e-learning projects focused on of geology,
geography, and meteorology. The portal is
available to students, teachers, as well as
general public.

OER – guidebook
(brochure). It also
contains
references to other
materials.

http://www.jfc.in
fo/data/BigData_Broschu__r
e_WEB_V9.pdf

Readers of the brochure can get
knowledge of topics/terms such as Big
data mining, algorithms, digitalization,
or data protection.

The website
contains
learning/awarenes
s raising materials
on topic of data
protection.
Project
courses/apps using
open data as a part
of learning tools,
for example
EyeOnWater
(water
monitoring).

http://www.date
nparty.de/

Users can get useful knowledge in the
field of data protection on social media
and the internet in general.

https://www.bue
rgerschaffenwiss
en.de/

Users can learn how to use open data in
science, for example ecology. They can
also collect their own data and share
them with scientists.

E-learning websites
focusing on
geology,
geography, and
meteorology.

https://www.geo
.fu-berlin.de/elearning/projekte
/geologie/index.
html

User can get new knowledge in the
fields of geology, geography, and
meteorology, and of relevant data.
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Datenschutz
geht zur Schule

Berufsverbands
der Datenschutzbeauftragten
Deutschlands, e.V.
(BvD)

This initiative sensitizes children from 4th
grade to vocational school to the safe and
conscious use of the Internet and social
media. It shows them simple ways to better
protect their personal data - without giving
up modern forms of communication.

digital.learning
.lab

Institut für
Technische Bildung
& Hochschuldidakti
k at TU Hamburg

The digital.learning.lab is a Hamburg
competence centre for teaching in digital
era. Teachers will find suggestions and
support there to further develop their
teaching, taking into account skills needed
in a digitalized world.

Events and OER on
the following topics:
- Developing
secure passwords
- Encrypted
connections
- Understanding
viruses and
Trojans
- Protecting own
privacy
- Taking action
against
cyberbullying
- Recognizing legal
limits on the
Internet
The platform
combines three
elements that are
interconnected to
offer integrative
access to learning
in the digital
world:
-

-

-

open digital
teaching
modules as
good practice
examples,
an extensive
toolbox (Tools
and Tutorials)
and
trends (research
findings for
learning in the

https://www.bvd
net.de/datensch
utz-geht-zurschule/

https://digitallea
rninglab.de/

Users of OER and attendees of events
get knowledge and skills in topics
covered by the initiative.

Teachers can improve content of their
classes and pupils can directly get new
knowledge and skills in following fields, of
which work with open data is an important
component:
-

Search, process & store data and
information
- Communicate & cooperate in digital
world
- Produce & Present digital content
- Protect data & act safely online
- Problem solving & taking action
(effective usage of HW and SW)
Analyse & reflect (digital media, tools,
and space)
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Plattform
Open.Education

eBildungslabor Nele Hirsch

Open.education supports teachers in
realizing open education practices in
schools. Its objective is to facilitate up-todate education and everyone’s digital
sovereignty (meaning everyone should have
competences to effectively, responsibly, and
safely act in the digital world). Open
education can be defined as the effort to
enable everyone to participate in good
education.

Medien in die
Schule

Freiwillige
Selbstkontrolle
MultimediaDiensteanbieter
e.V. (FSM)

Medien in die Schule offers numerous
teaching suggestions and media didactic
tools. It supports teachers in assisting young
people with the competent use of media,
sensitizing them to digital safety, and
facilitating their digital activities.

digital age,
inspiring
practical
examples as
well as other
relevant
information and
tips).
Especially Tools
can be directly
used by pupils as
well.
This platform
contains ideas and
tools for open
educational
practice. Everyone
(teachers, pupils,
or anyone else) can
use them in the
classroom without
having a technical
expertise or
absolving training.
No registration or
SW installation is
required.
This platform is
divided into three
main sections:
- OER: Different
methodological
suggestions and
contents
depending on age
of pupils (from
the 7th grade)
- Toolboxes: The

https://open.edu
cation/

http://www.med
ien-in-dieschule.de/werkz
eugkaesten/

With regard to open data, users can
improve their knowledge and skills in
the following fields: visualizations,
searching tools, images search, online
publishing.

With regards to open data, teachers can
improve content of their classes and pupils
can directly get new knowledge and skills in
following fields:
-

Via OER: safe searching online, data
protection, reality and fiction online
(uncover false information and data)
Via Toolboxes: searching tools for open
content, infographics/data visualizations,
programming.
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DigiBitS:
Digitale
Bildung trifft
Schule

DsiN: Deutschland
sicher im Netz, e.V.

DigiBitS offers materials supporting teachers
in delivering good education focusing on
media and competences important and
useful in digital world. OER can be used by
pupils directly as well.
After registration, users can also contribute
to updates of the platform.

toolboxes offer
numerous
methodical and
didactic examples
for integrating
digital media into
the classroom.
- Study
“Educational
partnerships”
The study focuses
on the cooperation
between schools
and non-school
actors in media
education.
DigiBitS contains
materials for
teachers
(educational
concepts, list of
professional
development
opportunities), and
learning materials
(OER) in various
form (guides for
teachers and pupils,
checklists, videos,
interactive
courses/apps, or
brochures).

https://www.digi
bits.de/materialp
ool/

With regards to open data, teachers can
improve content of their classes and
pupils can directly get new knowledge
and skills in following fields: statistics
literacy; coding/ programming; data
protection; data/information search,
cleaning, and presentation; creation of
online surveys; find, understand, and
use environmental data; cryptography.

All materials can be
combined with
different subjects
from the curriculum
of the individual
subjects or are
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directly focused on
them.

ArcGIS
platform for
schools

Esri Germany School
program

As a part of its platform for schools, Esri
Germany offers a selection of teaching
materials for direct use in the classroom to
stimulate the students to research-oriented
learning. The materials do not require
installation and are available free of charge
and online.

Klicksafe

Connecting Europe
Facility (CEF) in
Telecom, the
European
Commission

Klicksafe is an awareness campaign
promoting media literacy and adequate
handling of the internet and new media. , The
work of Klicksafe aims at making the public
more conscious of the importance of safe
internet use for children and adolescents –
with awareness leading to improvement.

In Germany:
Landeszentrale für
Medien und
Kommunikation
(LMK) RheinlandPfalz and
Landesanstalt für
Medien NRW

Hack Your City:
The Citizen
Science-Labs

Wissenschaft im
Dialog

Fields of action of the project are Content/
Qualification, Marketing/ Public Campaign,
and networking with partners and
stakeholders.

How accessible is local transport? In which
parts of the city are burglaries the most?
And what's in the tap water? Hack Your City
dealt with such and similar questions. Young
scientists from different disciplines gathered

The e-learning
platform contains
OER in form of
documents and
interactive
presentations.
Users have also
access to online
ArcGIS tools.
The Klicksafe portal
offers essential
knowledge on
important safety
and consumer
issues relating to
the internet. Each
topic is explained in
the rubric "kurz &
knapp" (quick &
concise), followed
up in the area "aktiv
werden" (getting
active) by practical
tips on the
individual topics.
The portal also
contains OER,
webinars, and
links to other
websites.
During this event,
the participants
worked in teams
and elaborate ideas
for the city of the

https://www.esri
.de/landingpages
/schulprogramm

Users of the e-learning get knowledge
of and skills in usage of ArcGIS tools,
maps, and data. Materials based on
data visualisations provide knowledge
of for example urban development,
volcanoes, or climate migration.

https://www.klic
ksafe.de/

With regards to open data, teachers can
improve content of their classes and
pupils as well as parents can directly get
new knowledge and skills in following
fields: data security, copyright, online
searching, and Wikipedia
(information/data literacy, critical
thinking about sources, data sharing).

https://www.wis
senschaft-imdialog.de/projekt
e/hack-your-city/

The participants got competences in
usage of open data sets to innovatively
solve real problems in cities. They also
learnt basics of 3D printing.
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in Berlin and Cologne and jointly identified
and tackled problems in their cities.

Data Analytics
Berlin

Ironhack

Data Hackers
Days

Connected
Industry e.V.

Coding
Copernicus

Deutsches Zentrum
für Luft- und
Raumfahrt e. V.
(DLR)

Data-driven
media projects

European Youth
Press, e.V.

Data analytics plays a huge part in Berlin’s
ever-growing start-up ecosystem, which has
led to a wide variety of incubators,
accelerators, and research organizations.
Ironhack is an international school that was
founded to disrupt the way we learn about
technology. Its purpose is to transform the
education space by making it customercentric and outcomes-driven.
Data Hackers Days are bringing together
people interested in / working with data and
recruiters from top companies.

Observing the Earth from space provides data
for environmental protection, climate
monitoring, the assessment of natural
disasters, and other research fields. Coding
Copernicus is the hackathon for all space
enthusiasts, developers, programmers,
computer scientists, graphic designers, and
everyone who has always wanted to work with
satellite data.
The goal of hackathon is to develop new
ideas for the use of satellite data.
Usage of data in media and raising relevant
competences of young media makers is one
of key topics for the EYP. Since importance
of data journalism is increasing, the EYP is
convinced it’s important to improve
relevant competences of young media

future. Various
modern tools were
at their disposal, for
example 3D printers
and open data sets.
Data Analytics bootcamps, part-time
courses at Ironhack
Berlin. The courses
are paid, but it’s
possible to get
scholarship or other
financial assistance.

https://www.iro
nhack.com/en/d
ataanalytics/berlin

The attendees can get competences in
data analytics, Python, data
visualizations, storytelling, machine
learning, and using data to create own
projects.

Hackathon event.

https://datahack
erdays.com/

Hackathon event.

https://www.cod
ingcopernicus.de/

Participants compete in high-value
challenges and find solutions using tools
in machine learning and data science.
They can get competences in practical
usage of (open) data and
programming/coding.
The participants can get competences in
usage of satellite data. They work in
teams and create data-driven projects.

Two trainings were
implemented and
OER/awareness
raising materials
were published on
dedicated webpages

http://www.youthp
ress.org/ddjcamp/
http://www.yout
hpress.org/ddj18

Trainings and OER/awareness raising
materials provide participants/users
with knowledge/skills that are
important for effective usage of data
and datasets in quality media
production: for example finding,
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makers and increase their professional
capacities.

Open Data for
Open Berlin

Open Data
Information Office
Berlin (ODIS)

ODIS help Berlin administrations, authorities
and scientific institutions, but also general
public, with the qualified use of open data.

Datenschule

Open Knowledge
Foundation

School of Data

Open Knowledge
Foundation

Datenschule (German branch of School of
Data) provides non-profit organizations (but
also pupils and students) with the skills to
understand data and technologies in order
to use them effectively.
School of Data is a global network committed
to advancing data literacy in civil society.
Through its global network of data literacy
practitioners and trainers, School of Data seeks
to address data skills gaps in order to amplify
the messages of civil society through the use of
data.

GIS
Professional
2020

ObINSO

School of Data’s methodologies and
approach for delivering hands-on data
training and data literacy skills, such as the
data pipeline and the data expedition, have
been replicated in various formats by
organisations around the world.
The GIS training course will provide training
for sharing the latest GIS related technology,
research and development activities. It will
showcase ongoing GIS efforts in both
government and private sector
organizations, and will cover many levels of
experience from beginner to expert.

to provide the
necessary skills and
resources to
conduct crossborder data-driven
investigations.
Workshops on
work with open
data.

/

http://odisberlin.de/

Workshops, OER, and
data projects.

https://datensch
ule.de/

School of Data has
three programmes:
the Global Fellowship,
the Network Lab and
our Curriculum
Development. Each
programme has its
own features and
cycles.

https://schoolofd
ata.org/

Offline training
course.

organizing, cleaning, scraping, and
analysing data; visualization of and
storytelling with data.

Participants can get competences in
finding and processing statistical and
geospatial data, or visualization of
geodata.
Users of learning modules and
attendees of offline trainings can get
knowledge of and skills in data finding,
scraping, analysing, cleaning, and
visualizing; as well as digital storytelling.
Users of learning modules and attendees
of offline trainings can get knowledge of
and skills in data finding, sorting and
cleaning, exploring, extracting, collecting,
and presenting; and mapping. They can
also learn what are data and aid data (e.g.
IATI or OECD-DAC data), and how to work
with budgets and spending data.
The module on campaigning and usage
of data/data tools to solve common
problems will be online soon.

http://obinso.de
/

The participants will be able to get
following competences: create and
share a GIS map, visualize data on a map
to gain insight, organize geographic data
for a mapping project, display features
on a GIS map, perform geoprocessing
and analysis tasks, and perform spatial
analysis.
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New events, OER, and other materials can be found on the following websites and in continuously updated databases:
http://jugendnetz-berlin.de/de/
https://mekomat.de/
http://www.bpb.de/lernen/digitale-bildung/medienpaedagogik/206263/medienkompetenz-datenbank?medien%5B%5D=1&suchen=Suchen
https://www.bpb.de/lernen/digitale-bildung/medienpaedagogik/267760/offene-datenbank-bildsprache-politik
https://bildungsserver.berlin-brandenburg.de/index.php?id=16766
https://okfn.de/projekte/
https://www.d-copernicus.de/infothek/schulungen-und-tutorials/

Europe
YouthMetre

EUROGEO

YouthMetre training is a free to access and
use set of resources that explores a new and
creative way to empower and engage young
people across Europe in influencing youth
policy, in particular through the use of the
innovative e-tool YouthMetre, open data on
youth well-being and projects (best
practices), and the advocacy toolkit.

YouthMetre
training is available
in three OER forms:
- e-toolkit
- open Moodle
course
- downloadable files

http://youthmetr
e.eu/

Users of the OER and attendees of
seminars /workshops can get following
open data related competencies:
- finding and analysing information from a
database
- using YM e-tool and data in general for
advocacy and public communication.
They can also better understand data
behind policymaking.
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CodeWeek

Partner & Sponsors

EU Code Week is a grassroots initiative
which aims to bring coding and digital
literacy to everybody in a fun and engaging
way. Schools at any levels and teachers of all
subjects are especially invited to participate,
to give the opportunity to their students to
explore digital creativity and coding.

Activities / Maps /
Scoreboard /
e-learning/
presentation/
toolkits

https://codewee
k.eu/partners

Coding without digital technology
(unplugged)
Computational thinking and problem
solving
Visual programming – introduction to
Scratch
Creating educational games with Scratch
Making, robotics and tinkering in the
classroom
Developing creative thinking through
mobile app development
Tinkering and Making
Coding for all subjects
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Annex 3 Open Data Themes (Coughlan, 2020)
Theme

Definition

Example quote

Broad scope

Open data sets are very broad in
scope, e.g. global and locationspecific details

“In the weather week, my colleague uses the weather from London,
but of course they can use their own local weather… or wherever
they want”

Relevance to the
learner or to
current affairs

Data or topic is familiar to the
learners, including relationships
with locality or current affairs

“We had a huge wave of oncoming migrants and it was very
interesting to follow that… people were discussing it so much, but it
wasn’t based on data”

Basis for
learning data
literacies

Open data has value as a basis to
develop data literacies that are
essential in the modern world

“I’m only ever seeing open data through the lens of someone else’s
app, or someone else’s website. Never interacting with the data. If
you trust your intermediary that is not such a big deal. But if your
intermediary is driven by economic reasons that right away impairs
some level of trust.”

Advanced
possibilities for
activities

Open data allows learning activities
to reach advanced levels of
complexity, such as engaging
students with activities normally
undertaken by professionals

“When I did my PhD I literally had to go through and count how
many things there were… I could spend a day… whereas I can do it
within seconds now. I can do it in a class”

Authentic
experiences

Data collected from real-world
projects creates learning
experiences that reflect the
complexity of real-world problems

“As much as they are used to getting fake results so that they can
learn the process, they really do like the idea that this is real
science… the thing I like most about it is the unpredictability.”
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Annex 4 Teaching approach (Coughlan, 2020)
Theme

Definition

Example quote

Project or inquirybased learning

Project or inquiry-based
pedagogy was used. Open data
replaced or complemented data
collection

(The process is) “defining the problem, finding the data,
getting the data, verifying the data, cleaning, analysing,
presenting. It could be on pollution. Is there a link between
pollution and admissions in hospitals?’”

Harnessing
connections

Connections between multiple
data and information sources
can be used to develop
understanding and skills

“It is not one data set. They have to match different data, for
example at the local organisation of the project they have to
mix two datasets. They have a key field (to link them).”

Simplification

Limitations of time or skills
require that the data sources
and activities are simplified or
structured, in order for learners
not to be overwhelmed

(Students say)“‘I spend so much time looking at data sets that
don’t do what I want’ … or ‘I tried out 10 data sets and
couldn’t find anything interesting’. There is always a
tension…between this open-ended ‘pick an open data set’
which I think is really pedagogically valuable, or… ‘here are 10
data sets that I know are really interesting’”

Harnessing
learner
motivations

Open data-based activities can
be linked with learner
motivations

“It is a lot of ‘what is in demand’, ‘what is of interest’, ‘what is
applicable to their jobs, industries?’… primarily around things
that are fundamental to today’s economy”

Choices for
personalisation

Giving learners the capacity to
choose different foci within the
data sets and pursue their
interests

“Some say ‘OK my grandfather died of tuberculosis’. Others
say ‘well I want to see how my country, Mexico, compares
with developed countries’”

Process-based
assessments

Assessments tended to consider
whether students used a
suitable process and sources

“It is assessed for completion rather than accuracy… I am less
interested in what they get than I am in how they get there.”
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Annex 5 Citizenship themes (Coughlan, 2020)
Theme

Definition

Example quote

Real-world
impacts

Open data-based activities could
lead to impacts through
authentic engagement with
society

“There was funding to create a hostel… but the local
municipality didn’t assign it to any subject or association. So it
was very beautiful but it was empty. And after a year of action
by students and teachers now they publish an application to
manage this hostel.”

Developing
public
engagement

Using education to develop
wider engagement with open
data

“Now that we have this base of available open data, there is the
issue of getting people to use it…to understand: What are the
possibilities?”

Supply
prompted by
demand for data

Greater interaction with open
data through educational
activities can drive processes
that lead to more data being
released openly

(We were exploring) “the rise of shared bike riding… and
pollution. But the data about the bikes was not open. We did a
small advocacy campaign around this and it was opened… In
some countries there is resistance to open the data because
they don’t see the demand.”

Infusing
education with
politics and
governance

Politics has a strong influence
on the open data movement: It
can define the data that is
collected and shared, and
encourage open data use in
education

“I hope that it will become a normal activity in high schools.
(We talk with the) Minister of Education to make it more
structured in the curriculum… Every region has to compile data
on the development of the projects in this system… the metadata structure was built to talk to the EU.”
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Annex 6 Communicating data (Coughlan, 2020)
Theme

Definition

Example quote

Communicating
with data

Visualising, storytelling, and
discussion were common
activities

“With a simple button click you can share…it becomes a public
URL… (One activity is to) share your project… some of them
really look at each other’s and comment”

Peer support

Collaboration and
cooperation helped learners
to overcome barriers, or to
take roles that suited them

“It is quite a challenge for them to wrap their minds around…
real information off the computer that is not pre-set… so I find
it helps that they work together… collaboration is a big part of
science.” (G)

Creating open data

As well as learning with
existing open data, activities
where learners created data
could be complementary

“One way to gain understanding … is activities where you are
contributing to the data. So you are understanding it from both
directions…that actually this data is coming from them” (D)
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Annex 7 Making Data usable (Coughlan, 2020)
Theme

Definition

Example quote

Finding good data
for a purpose

All interviewees discussed
exploration and decisions
made to find suitable data
for their teaching

“I wanted a rich array of variables…so there is interest for
different people. And that’s why mainly we have two big
datasets. I was talking to people across countries so countrylevel data is an obvious point of contact…”

Refining and
curating data
sources

Open data is vast, diverse,
and not designed for
education, so refining and
curation of sources is
required

(I) “resampled the data to undo the weighting that (the data
producers) had used. I’d undo that so that when people looked
at things they weren’t getting false impressions from the
complexity of the data source.”

Tools to support
learning with open
data

Valued characteristics in
tools included means of
representing data, guiding
discovery, and recovery from
mistakes

“With interactive visualisations you can look at time series for
example… For geography the (important features are the)
possibility to view things on a map, for history and social
science… to see how things evolve over time.”

Understanding
formats and
documentation

Open data takes various
forms and a lack of
documentation can impact
on educational uses

“Some of the rows apply to women over 50 and some rows for
kids under 6…There is not enough documentation. (Sometimes
a student’s work) ends up having a false note to it, because
they have used the data incorrectly.”

Finding the raw
data

Raw data was valued yet
often unavailable.
Aggregated data may not
support intended learning
activities

“Aggregated data where work has already been done, some
assumptions have been made and maybe even some data has
been removed…a lot of the learning that could be drawn from
that data set has been taken away”

Monitor accuracy
and change

Data may have questionable
accuracy, or unclear
collection methods

“You have a big chain of transmission… the consolidated data at
the national level open data portal (could) be a bit different to…
the local level.”
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Annex 8 Additional Chapter: Covid-19: Special Measures in Education

Keywords: Comparative Review, Desk Research, Field Research, Special Measures in Education,
distance learning, digital data
Abstract: The present document is an additional chapter to the European Comparative Review
developed by project partners as part of IO1. This document aims to analyze the digital solutions
identified in European educational systems as a response to the spread of Covid-19 virus. The
analysis provides useful information on the real level of digital development of project partners’
countries and consequently help develop appropriate recommendations for next IOs.
Introduction
The international emergency following the rapid diffusion of Covid-19 virus, underlined the need to improve digital
technologies to ensure a continuous availability of educational resources. Developing digital skills has also a strong
potential to respond to such unpredictable situations in the future. Indeed, while many companies have opted for smart
working, governments decided to close down educational institutes till further notice but didactic has never stopped.
Ministries of Education gave their contribution and digital platforms became freely available to help students interact
with their teachers and have access to the lessons.
On 10th March, Albanian authorities formally asked the contribution of Eurydice17 to gather information about the
principal measures adopted by each country. The following information are retrieved from the report written by the
Italian Unit and dates back to 19th March 2020:
-

-

The response adopted to the spread of Coronavirus was the same all over Europe: the closure of Institutes and
the use of distance learning. Therefore, a wide variety of instruments are used to ensure the continuous
cooperation and communication within the school community and the smooth development of the educational
path, including social networks, ministerial websites and even television.
The only exception were initially kindergartens, which, in several countries, were accepting those students who
were not positive to the virus and whose parents could not take care of them.
Generally, Ministries of Education provided assistance to school staff and families to use the new methods and
help students in this learning path. The UK government also published a Guide “COVID-19: guidance for
educational settings”, available at the following link:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/guidance-to-educational-settings-about-covid-19).(Eurydice
Italia, 2020).

In line with the main objective of D3 project, the present document is an additional resource to the European
Comparative Review developed as part of IO1. It was based on desk and field research conducted in Italy, UK, Greece
and Belgium (Flanders), in order to analyse the principal responses developed by different educational systems and
evaluate the reaction of teachers and students to this abrupt turn to the digital approach. Examples of initiatives and
governmental measures were analysed too.

Eurydice is the European network in charge of collecting, analysing and sharing information on European educational systems. It
was founded in 1980 by the European Commission and has its headquarters in Brussels.
17
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The research was useful to test the real level of digitalization reached in the four countries and identify effective
recommendations for next IOs.

1. Italy
One of the first step has been a wider offer of open data by Cultural Institutes and Archives. Although some of them
already existed before, they were enriched since the outbreak of the pandemic. It is worth mentioning:
-

https://solidarietadigitale.agid.gov.it
http://www.raiscuola.rai.it and Raiplay
Fatti per la storia: a website giving access to History lessons

Many museums and libraries participated to the initiative of providing their collections online or even developing virtual
tours. Among them: Pinacoteca di Brera – Milano; Galleria degli Uffizi – Firenze; Musei Vaticani – Roma (Giorgi & Zoppi,
2020). MIBACT (The Ministry for Cultural Heritage and Activities and Tourism) developed the webpage “La cultura non
si ferma” (Culture does not stop), collecting all the digital initiatives of cultural institutes in 6 sections: Museums, Books,
Cinema, Music, Education, Theatre.
Raiplay Radio added another valuable contribution with audio books to entertain younger generations with fairy tales.
Within this framework. The same link between the Ministry of Education and Rai was strengthened by dedicating an
entire special programming to schools: Rai Cultura, Rai Ragazzi and Rai Play are participating to the initiative with
lessons, hints, curiosities, addressing different age ranges. According to the Minister of Education, Azzolina, such an
alliance will be further developed in order to ensure a stronger position of school and education on television channels
also in the future (MIUR, 2020) .
Meanwhile, teachers could exploit the great strength of eTwinning, the largest European community of teachers,
launched in 2005 by the European Commission, with the aim to foster collaboration in an easy, fast, and safe way. In
Italy, the project is run by the Agency Erasmus+ Indire, which also created the group “SOS didattica a distanza” (SOS
distance learning), in order to exchange practices and ideas to respond to the current closure of schools. The group SOS
didattica a distanza also offers some webinars with experts of distance learning. Within this project, new initiatives
were launched, such as “The Red Zone: Isolated but connected”, started by a teacher from Codogno (the first red zone
in Italy), together with a partner school in UK. Its objective is to offer students an online platform where to share their
feelings, activities, experiences, thoughts, about this particular moment, exploiting the precious chance of being
connected with other youngsters from the rest of Europe (Mentuccia, 2020).
In line with this framework, Epale platform is a dimension for shared knowledge in the support to professionals and
adult learners: here people can share ideas, know how, best practices. Its initiatives include interviews and the Resource
Toolkit with is first edition already available online18.
Other initiatives instead focused on the use of social networks to get closer to younger generations. The Italian Ministry
of Education, launched the hashtag #LaScuolaNonSiFerma (The school doesn’t stop), to invite students post their stories,
experiences on Facebook, Instagram and Telegram. Examples of collaboration and solidarity among schools and
students emerged, in order to cut distances and feel part of the same community, although on a digital platform (Miur,
#LaScuolaNonSiFerma, al via la rubrica quotidiana sui social del Ministero dell’Istruzione, 2020).
The Italian Ministry of Education has set a website for distance learning, which provides materials, methodologies,
experiences, instruments and has been recently expanded with a specific section for the necessities of students with
disabilities. In addition, it has planned a fund of € 8 Million to support the development of Distance learning, through
the figure of the digital animator. The latter was introduced by the National Plan Digital School and has now the
18

Toolkit n.1 Epale: https://epale.ec.europa.eu/sites/default/files/epale_resource_kit_1_-distance_learning_0.pdf
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fundamental mission of sharing its knowledge of new teaching methods and find additional ones for the smooth
development of distance learning (Miur, Ministero dell’Istruzione, in arrivo oltre 8 milioni di euro per potenziare la
didattica a distanza, 2020).
Major investments were later added to respond to this emergency. Art.120 of Legislative Decree n.18/2020 established
85 million €, the major part of which (70 million) are destined to those students with limited financial resources in order
to temporarily provide them with digital tools and sometimes with Internet connection (MIUR, 2020).
#LaScuolaContinua was born from the collaboration of Cisco, Google, IBM, TIM and WeSchool, in response to the call
of the Ministry of Education. It is a community to allow school directors and teachers to receive assistance in the use of
free digital platforms for distance learning and create a common line in the educational system. More generally, within
the initiative of the Ministry for Technological Innovation and Digitalization, several phone and digital companies and
associations are now providing free services within the so-called “Digital Solidarity”.
The Ministry of Education and the Guarantor authority for childhood and adolescence signed a protocol agreement
establishing a joint committee, in order to follow the developments of distance learning. The committee established a
mini-guide “distance learning and students’ rights”. This is meant to offer teachers a practical-methodological guide to
ensure the smooth continuation of education while respecting minors’ rights, according to ONU Convention of 1989.
This is not only a guidance instrument, but also a platform where teachers can share their ideas, videos, materials to
contribute to future educational approaches (MIUR, MI/AGIA – Miniguida per docenti su didattica a distanza e diritti,
2020).
In order to analyse schools’ reaction to this change, we also interviewed some teachers working in secondary education.
Online interviews allowed a comparison between different educational realities and the identification of the real
weaknesses of the digitalization process of schools.
Although to different degrees, most teachers interviewed were already using some digital tools or open data sources in
the classroom, such as YouTube, British Council, Treccani.it. They positively evaluated the digital development of their
school, since the majority includes digital laboratories, Laptops, Tablets, Wi-Fi connection, Digital Whiteboard, Linguistic
labs.
Following the spread of Covid-19, several digital platforms are currently used, apart from more traditional tools such as
the digital register and the school mail. Some of them are: Google Suite and especially Google Meet, as well as Jitsi
Meet, We School, Zoom, Impari or even Whatsapp. Digital platforms are necessary both to ensure the constant
communication and monitoring of students, but also the smooth delivery of lessons and share of teaching/learning
material. Live lessons take place online apart from registered ones and offline exercises.
Training courses and videoconferences are offered to teachers in order to facilitate their use of distance learning tools.
They may be arranged by the same school directors or teachers, the digital animator or even specific technical assistants.
Certainly, this sudden change to new methods has not been easy. For teachers this means understanding how to use
new platforms, organizing video lessons and necessary materials, and putting all efforts to ensure a continuous
interaction with students, leaving no one behind. Sometimes, this has translated into a greater expenditure of time and
frustration if attempts of stimulating students’ motivation are obstacle by external barriers. Interviewing teachers of
music, a common issue was that of sound: due to poor connection, it may be delayed or even interrupted.
All teachers agreed on the deep change that this particular moment will boost in the educational system. This is a
precious chance to integrate new useful methods, considering the primary role of Internet in our everyday life. Students
themselves seem to respond positively to the new approach and they may have a new impulse to search online material
to deepen their knowledge in areas of interest.
Yet, there are still some possible risks hindering this path:
-

Unclear ministerial guidelines regarding exams: without precise indications, the evaluation of students is easily
open to complaints even by families and from a legal perspective. Then, there is the issue of authenticity and
transparency of exams. Some teachers are basing their evaluation on homework, attendance to video-lessons
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-

-

and quality of interaction. Sometimes, there are also oral exams including group conversations (especially
important for foreign languages) or individual presentations on specific topics;
Digital divide: not every school in Italy have appropriate structures and technologies for this change. Such a
situation is even more delicate and serious if we move to personal settings and consider each family background.
Not everybody has access to Internet or a room to use just for him/her. This issue especially emerged during an
interview with a teacher from a small island in Sicily, Marettimo (population is lower than 800 people). Thanks
to recent investments, mainly from EU, the school on the island offers an excellent level of digitalization.
However, huge obstacles to distance learning emerge at home: not everyone has the opportunity of Internet
connection and if so, families with many children are going to end their connection soon. Despite promises of
illimited giga provided by phone companies within the framework of the national initiative “Digital solidarity”,
these are often used for companies only. Considering the deep digital divide of our country, this is a fundamental
problem to address.
Possible fractures produced by this shift in teaching methods: although the positive contribution of technology
is undeniable, distance learning cannot replace the quality of traditional teaching. It will never manage to have
that physical connection between teachers and learners, which has a fundamental impact on the emotional
growth of youngsters within the didactic experience. A teacher from the Istituto Comprensivo Antion Ugo,
Palermo, said that any difficulty can be overcome, contacts can be constantly maintained, devices can be
provided, but there is the challenge of those students who lack family support. At school, students can be
constantly stimulated, encouraged by teachers, by their reaction, by the contact with their classmates. At home
instead sometimes, parents are absent, either for lack of time or insufficient competence to help them. Distance
learning is certainly useful, but still some students are destined to be left behind according to the teacher
(Silvestri, 2020).

Clearly, it is important to pay careful attention to students’ reactions, thoughts, worries, feelings, during this delicate
moment, cultivating their positive thinking and encouraging them to do physical activity and keep busy with other
activities. The journalist Rebecca Katzman collected the responses of 5 children for the famous American magazine
Time. Andrea from Milan described his daily routine underlining the difficulty to stay home the whole day, but at the
same time he admitted to have improved his informatics skills. Others were happy about the possibility to have enough
time now to do other things such as reading, playing videogames, but complained about the lack of direct contact with
classmates (Di Palma, 2020).
Almost two months have passed since the beginning of the lockdown in Italy and it is clear now that schools will not be
able to re-open before September. New concerns arise as regards the re-organisation of didactic, with the proposal to
alternate distance learning and traditional educational approaches. Such a perspective particularly scares many parents,
who have to deal with both work and family in the same place or simply do not manage to help their children in this
new approach to learning.
There is also the hypothesis of double shifts alternating classes in the morning and in the afternoon, which poses some
serious challenges: firstly, the restricted spaces to allow the creation of smaller groups of students; secondly, there is
the reduction of public transport and the consequent difficulties to arrive to school; finally, there is the issue of teachers
and more generally the school staff available, which would be insufficient. Two main perspectives emerge: either the
employment of new teachers, or an increase of salary for the current ones (Coronavirus, la ministra Azzolina: "A
settembre lezioni metà a scuola e metà a casa". I sindacati: "No ai doppi turni", 2020).
Some teachers are asking for the return to school of last year students who have to take their final exam, following the
example of other European countries. Their main fear is the gradual loss of the real meaning of the educational
approach, made of human contact, exchange, real-life relations, together with the progressive isolation of the student
or addiction to the technological devices. Among other, Samuele Petruzzi, a secondary school teacher working in
Legnano, openly stated his concerns in the appeal “Pensiero critico”, aimed to bring back last year students to school
(Rizzi, 2020).
The Polytechnic of Turin published the report “Scuole Aperte, società aperta” (Open schools, safe societies), identifying
possible future solutions. The main aspects include: sufficient distancing; reduction in the number of students per class;
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double shifts with classes in the morning and in the afternoon; mixture of distance learning and traditional approaches;
strengthening the role of the digital animator, in order to ensure constant psychological and technical support to
students (Politecnico di Torino, 2020).
At the moment, last year students are getting ready for their final exam, which should take place at school orally starting
from 17th June. Meanwhile, many doubts still remain regarding the future organisation of the educational offer.

2. United Kingdom
Following the example of Italy, Prime Minister Boris Johnson announced the closure of schools on March 23, 2020.
Guidance was released on the 26th of March for schools ahead of the closure for the Easter break:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/guidance-to-educational-settings-about-covid-19
The cancellation / postponement of public examinations was announced prior to the school closures.These cancellations
were followed later by iGCSE and IB exams, which some schools in the UK took part in (usually independent schools)
(UK Department for Education, Coronavirus (COVID-19): cancellation of GCSEs, AS and A levels in 2020, 2020).
The Partner school King’s Ely uses made available a wide range of different digital tools for different age groups,
including:
•

Microsoft Teams

•

OneNote / OneDrive

•
Firefly (a VLE) – which unfortunately crashed on the first day of home learning - perhaps showing that the
bigger players have more capacity and may become more powerful.
King’s Ely used a Google Form to survey teachers from a number of European (and other) countries and discovered that
Microsoft Teams was the most popular option as a tool to communicate with schools. Results showed the absence of
any training to assist teachers in the use of these new methods. Although many students have access to broadband
internet in the UK, there is some variation in its provision across the country, particularly with respect to vulnerable
children and those in low income groups (Royal Geographical Society, n.d.).
The importance of internet usage is reflected in the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). It is important to recognise
that digital skills are as important as internet usage. Internet users can still be digitally excluded because they lack the
skills to be able to confidently and safely navigate the digital world (Serafino, 2019).
Data caps on some broadband internet usage were removed on the 30th of March 2020, to support vulnerable
consumers and all those who may become vulnerable because of Covid-19. This decision was part of a wider a set of
important commitments agreed by UK’s major telecommunications providers, following discussions of the Digital
Secretary and Ofcom.
Postponement of bills, more affordable mobile and landline packages, provisions of alternative communication
measures were part of the programme (Government agrees measures with telecoms companies to support vulnerable
consumers through COVID-19, 2020).
Meanwhile, previously closed sources and tools were made available, such as Pearson, a large globally-active education
publisher, and also operator of one of the awarding bodies for exams (Edexcel) and the Ordnance Survey were made
available to all for the first time.
The rates of hospitalisation due to Covid-19 are shared as open data, but are not necessarily being released and used,
as shown by the Guardian article “Why isn't the government publishing more data about coronavirus deaths?”.
Finally, there is the aspect of surveillance and the use of mobile phone data which is already worrying many countries
all over the world since GPS is currently being used to fight the virus spread. On the other hand, the use of such tools in
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China to tackle the outbreak of Covid-19 may be a stimulus to challenge students come up with some ideas for apps
once the power locked within their smartphones is explained to them.

3. Greece
As in other countries so in Greece, the COVID-19 pandemic forced the government, institutions, businesses, citizens,
students and consumers to rapidly embrace online platforms. The crisis has in fact coincided with the provision of a
wide range of long overdue online services to citizens, including education. The latter especially faced two challenges:
a) delivering distance education and b) managing the postponement of examinations. It should be noted that most
students in Greece attend public schools of all levels, for which there are no tuition fees, while less than 10% of the
student population enrolls in private schools.
A new official/government portal called "mathainoumestospiti.gov.gr" (“learning at home”) has been introduced to
accommodate all relevant on-line educational material, assisting students (even students with disabilities), parents,
teachers, professors and institutions. The portal covers all levels of education -from kindergarten to University and
Vocational Educational Training as well.
In addition, another official/ government platform called “National Digital Academy” was launched, offering more than
150 various online courses (in Greek and English), in order for citizens to develop digital skills.
In more detail, the main phases and milestones of this “educational digital transformation” under the Covid-19 era in
Greece, are described below, having as a main source the UNESCO Global Education Monitor/GEM (2020) report for the
country.
Following the confirmation of the first three coronavirus cases in Greece, on February 27th all carnival events in the
country were cancelled. Health and state authorities issued precautionary guidelines and recommendations, while
measures up to early March were taken locally and included the closure of schools and the suspension of cultural events
in the affected areas (particularly Ilia, Achaea and Zakynthos).
On March 10, the Greek Health Minister announced that all of the country’s schools, both public and private, as well as
universities were about to remain closed for the next fourteen days, a closure that was later extended until May 10.
The Greek Ministry of Education and Religious Affairs responded to the crisis calling it an opportunity to bring forward
long-awaited reforms for the development of the education community’s digital skills. Interventions were staggered in
the immediate aftermath of the closures, and priority was given to the implementation of distance learning in the last
year of secondary school. Regarding universities, in addition to their existing tools, the institutions were also provided
with three platforms from CISCO, Google and Microsoft. The three platforms have been offered to the Ministry free of
charge.
However, as UNESCO/GEM (2020) reports, this task was complicated by the legacy of the great financial crisis, which
has delayed necessary investments in ICT and has deepened poverty: according to OECD data (Reimers & Schleicher,
2020) based on the 2018 PISA, 1 in 5 students attending the poorest quartile of Greek schools do not have access to a
computer they can use for schoolwork, while 1 in 10 do not have access to the internet. More than 1 in 3 students
attended schools where teachers did not have the necessary technical and pedagogical skills to integrate digital devices
in instruction. Altogether 4 in 10 students attended schools whose head teachers acknowledged that an effective online
learning support platform was not available.
Since 2011, European Union structural funds have helped Greece to establish basic infrastructure for the digital school.
These were implemented by the Computer Technology Institute and Press , the Ministerial arm promoting ICT in
education. All schools and teachers –but only one in five students– were registered in the School Network before Covid19 arrived. With the spread of the pandemic, the Ministry then also issued instructions for the use of both asynchronous
and synchronous teaching.
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Asynchronous teaching, which is not in real time, is compulsory, with every teacher expected to upload their lessons
and assignments, supported by:
• resources, such as interactive textbooks (e-books) and other learning materials (Photodendro) as well as digital lesson
plans (Aesop);
• two digital education platforms, e-me and e-class for students and teachers.
Education television was also re-activated on March 30 for primary education, adjusted to current needs. With Greek
language lessons, natural sciences, mathematics, history, and further subjects, it has covered what children temporarily
out of school might need. It has been estimated that more than 100,000 students have been following its programmes.
Synchronous, real-time teaching has been supported through:
• Webex services; to address inequalities, the Ministry has ensured access through landlines and through mobile phones
free of charge following a deal with the three mobile phone providers
• the School Network’s sch.gr platform, which uses Big Blue Button open software and can operate on smartphones
and tablets.
Several challenges had of course to be overcome along the way.
Firstly, during the implementation phase, there were network overload problems, which required the Ministry to
engage with service providers to identify ways to release the pressure.
Another problem has been that not all teachers and students had the necessary equipment. The government passed an
emergency law regulating issues related to the education system’s response, enabling public procurement of goods (e.g.
laptops, devices and software) and services (e.g. communication with teachers and students) without competition. In
the context of a rigidly centralized system, the law also allowed universities to spend up to €60,000 without prior
permission for procuring equipment to deliver distance learning.
In addition, as UNESCO/GEM (2020) reports, while all 166,000 teachers were registered with the School Network, the
uptake of primary and secondary school students initially lagged behind and is still not complete: out of 1.3 million
students, 460,000 were registered by March 24 and 913,000 by April 9. In terms of synchronous teaching, 72,000
teachers had carried out 114,000 simultaneous classes since the school closed – the pace having picked up with 23,000
classes per day reported last week.
Teacher preparedness has been another challenge. IT teachers, in particular, are concerned about the time they spend
supporting colleagues, in addition to delivering their own classes. Various teachers expressed concerns over privacy,
data protection and even copyright for the lessons they upload. Some have questioned the choice between centrallyimposed and teacher-selected platforms. The primary school teachers’ union has called for freedom of choice in the use
of platforms and has opposed making the use of synchronous distance learning compulsory on the grounds that it is not
possible to ensure implementation for all students.
Another debated issue has been the duration of the school year and the timing of the Greek centralized University
Entrance Exams. In a nutshell, the Education Ministry is expected to announce in the coming days exactly the dates
and study material on which will be tested on, on the basis of proposals by the Institute of Educational Policy (IEP)
which advises the government on educational issues. The examinations are expected to take place in schools but the
precise modality and the transfer of students and supervisors to examination centres will be taken in consultation
with the health authorities. By contrast, graduation examinations are expected to be cancelled.
In higher education, students have the right to free textbooks. As distribution points have been closed because of the
lockdown, arrangements have been made for printed textbooks to be delivered at home, a cost to be covered by the
publishers. However, the Ministry has also expanded the availability of online textbooks.
Finally, there has also been controversy over the obligation of parents to pay fees in private and “shadow/coaching
schools”. The Ministry of Education ruled that parents should not be expected to pay any fees for services not provided,
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such as school meals, transport or extracurricular activities. Also, no private school teachers can be fired during this
period.
It is worth mentioning that Cyprus Republic requested and received, without cost, the Greek Educational Television
Program as part of the EU solidarity actions.

4. Belgium (Flanders)
On Friday 13 March the government announced that schools would be closed until further notice. The idea was that
hopefully the schools could reopen after the Eastern holiday (Monday 20 April), in the meantime, schools were only
allowed to practice previously acquired knowledge, it was not allowed to add new knowledge.
After Eastern holiday the rule was that schools had to organize online lessons including new knowledge as a way of preteaching (about 3-4 h/day), so that when the schools would reopen that knowledge could be rehearsed. Unfortunately
this will not be the case for all schoolyears, only the classes of year 2 (K8), year 4 (K10) and year 6 (K12) of the secondary
education started with some classroom lessons again on 18 May, and only a few lessons per day and a few days per
week for each class – as they have to be split up in smaller groups and need to keep social distance.
The corona crisis meant an adjustment for the schools: almost all schools do use a learning platform, but the reality is
that most use it mainly as a drop box for files, communication - via messages - with the students and to keep the scores.
Traditional teaching still makes the big majority of teaching, whereby the use of ICT is meanly PowerPoint presentations
to visualise the subject.
In Flanders all secondary schools of the GO! Official education use the platform Smartschool, the Catholic schools are
free to choose, but also here the majority (about 75%) use Smartschool, the other platforms like Canvas or Google
Classrooms .
In a very short time, teachers have had to retrain from frontal and classroom teaching to online teaching. This means
using for almost all of them new video conference tools.
The most frequent used tools for this are:
-

the video conference platform embedded inside Smartschool; it was already there since this schoolyear but
almost no one used it
the same for Canvas, also having an embedded video conference platform
MS Teams – for schools having an Office 365 account with the pupils
Google Hangouts for the schools using Google Classrooms
Zoom.us

Of course, this assumes that all students can be reached via digital means. So, we must first look at the situation for the
students. A survey was conducted by the UGent Geography Department, Pedagogical Guidance Flanders and Wallonia
and ESRI Belux to gain an insight into the situation for young people. The survey was answered by 2,000 students - which
is small in relation to the number of students - but work had to be done through the goodwill of the directors and
teachers to get the survey among the young people. And these young people had to be willing to fill it in.
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Some results of the survey:
-

about 60% of the pupils use their own PC, laptop or tablet, about 20% have to share that with the family.
Remarkably about 20% uses the smartphone.
about 90% of the respondents have an own space (room) to work
the contacts with school are regular: daily (ca. 35%) or several times a week (ca. 55%)
in more than 70% the school platform is used – this includes the embedded video conference tool, followed by
email (20%).

The survey shows that for the vast majority of respondents, the situation for working from home and learning is very
good. We must of course make the side note that this survey was certainly not answered by that group of young people
who have no internet at home, no computer or smartphone.
The Flemish government tried to tackle this by setting up a large-scale collection campaign for laptops for schools19,
with the aim to collect 10,000 laptops. These were distributed via the schools to this vulnerable group of youngsters
together with an internet card so that they could get connected. On 19 May already more than 12,000 laptops had been
collected and completely reset for use by these youngsters.
Conversations with teachers who teach non-study-minded youth show that the result of this action was not always
visible: in recent weeks they have been able to reach only half to two thirds of the students.
The corona crisis made it clear that from now on much more will have to be invested in digital teaching and online
teaching. The digital competences as described in DigComp are the ideal guideline for this.
At the same time, teachers also notice the need for forms of digital working, from teaching to giving up tasks, group
work and exams.

19

https://www.digitalforyouth.be
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5. Conclusions
Certainly, such a moment will leave an indelible imprint on the educational framework. On the one hand, there is
uncertainty about future outcomes and many obstacles to overcome as soon as possible; on the other hand, there are
many lessons to learn which will hopefully lead to an improvement of the didactic offer.
Indeed, this moment could prove to be defining for digital education: not only students, but teachers and entire families
have to readapt to a new methodology.
What will this mean for the role of the teacher and other adults who would traditionally support learners in the school
context? Many teachers are having to upskill themselves at very short notice in new platforms and tools, and there has
been a growth in online webinars being offered. Parents instead became aware of all the difficulties behind the teaching
process and the need to be digitally updated.
What has been clearly shown is that distance learning is not simply an adaptation of old methods to new platforms; it
requires the full involvement of teachers into a new perspective, constantly checking students’ response, proposing
varied forms of education in order to stimulate them. Creativity has a primary role. Technology is just a means, the
human behind it makes the real change.
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